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A B S T R A C T   

Whether the gas in kerogen is liberated/sealed by water, is a crucial issue for successful shale gas reservoir 
exploitation. Although this issue has been recognized, no tools are developed to evaluate the impact of this gas 
liberation/sealing on gas production under in-situ conditions. In this work, a concept named kerogen threshold 
differential pressure (KTP) is proposed to describe the mass transport influenced by the wettability at the het-
erogeneous kerogen interface with external/connate water. KTP is defined as a critical pore pressure difference 
between inside and outside of kerogen pores. It corresponds to the energy barrier needed to remove the liquid 
film at the kerogen surface so that the gas in kerogen can flow out. Based on this definition, whether kerogen 
supplies gas to its surroundings or not is controlled by an on/off mechanism which is incorporated into a fully 
coupled, multidomain, and multiphysics model to simulate gas extraction from stimulated shale reservoirs. Gas 
flow in kerogen, gas–water-two-phase flowback in inorganic matrix and fractures, shale deformation, and gas 
sorption are considered in the model. The proposed model is verified against a set of gas production data from the 
field and the simulation results published by a previous study. Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis is performed to 
investigate the effects of important influencing factors on gas and water production. The results suggest four 
main findings: (1) Shale gas production behaviour is dependent on the combination of gas-supplying capabilities 
of the different components in different domains of shale reservoir. (2) Water influences shale gas extraction in 
two aspects including two-phase flow and on/off gas supplying mechanism. The former aspect affects the gas 
flow in inorganic matrix and fractures, while the latter aspect controls the gas liberation from kerogen and thus, 
the sustainability of gas extraction. (3) The shapes of the gas/water relative permeability curves of different 
components of shale reservoir are influenced by formation damage and stimulation operation. They mainly affect 
early-period water production. (4) Gas recovery is enhanced by decreasing KTP, which can be achieved by using 
appropriate surfactants and/or water-free fracking fluids to alleviate/eliminate formation damage.   

1. Introduction 

Although shale gas is playing an increasingly more important role in 
the energy market, accurately predicting gas recovery from shale res-
ervoirs is still a great challenge [1,2]. This is because of the complexities 
of shale properties, reservoir structure, combined effects of multiple 
physical processes [3,4], and the interactions between these processes 
[5,6]. An appropriate numerical computation tool is always highly 
attractive to the natural gas industry due to its convenience in solving 
non-linear and coupling equations, treating complex geometries, and 
presenting evolutions of crucial variables [7]. Obviously, key influ-
encing factors and mechanisms should be incorporated into the 

numerical computation tool to ensure the reliability and accuracy of 
simulations. As a non-negligible factor in gas extraction from shale 
reservoirs, the influence of water (including connate water and invaded 
work fluids, such as the filtrate of drilling/completion fluids and/or 
fracking fluids) on shale gas production has been recognized [8]. Pre-
vious studies indicate that only a fraction of fracking fluid (typically 
10%-50% by volume) can flow back to the surface during shale gas 
extraction, while the remaining is still in the reservoir due to the strong 
imbibition effect caused by the high capillary pressure of shale [9,10]. 
The water in shale reservoirs not only influences the gas mobility in the 
pores and fractures of inorganic matrix (IM) but also affects the libera-
tion of gas in organic kerogen pockets [11,12]. For the effect of water on 
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gas mobility, gas–water-two-phase flowback models have been 
comprehensively employed to describe and quantify the impact of water 
on effective porosity, relative permeability, and the resultant two-phase 
flowback process [13,14]. Briefly speaking, the saturations of gas and 
water are used to express the fractions of pore volume occupied by these 
two phases, while the relative permeabilities reflect the curtailing effect 
of water on the phase permeability of gas [15]. These models based on 
the corrections of porosity and permeability are included in the gov-
erning equations of mass transfer to simulate the gas–water-two-phase 
flow process [16]. However, the scientific knowledge and deep under-
standing of the liberation process of gas from kerogen pockets influ-
enced by water are still very limited and often ignored in modelling and 
simulation. Since a considerable amount of shale gas is originally stored 
in kerogen (20%-85% of the total reserve, according to Curtis [17]), it is 
necessary to develop reliable physical and mathematical models which 
include the mechanism of the gas liberation process from kerogen 
pockets influenced by water, and then incorporate these models into the 
reservoir simulation tools so that the accurate evaluation of shale gas 
production with water effects can be achieved. 

In previous studies, the effect of water on the gas supply from the 
organic matrix (e.g., kerogen) of unconventional gas reservoirs is often 
simply treated as an empirical modification of the gas adsorption ca-
pacity to express the fact that the amount of gas desorbed from water- 
containing reservoirs is smaller than that desorbed from the reservoirs 
without water [18,19]. The modified gas adsorption capacity is related 
to the water content [20,21]. However, this approach ignores some 
important mechanisms. In the real kerogen pockets, the organic pore 
size is usually nanometer-level and hydrophobic, leading to a very high 
capillary pressure preventing external water from invading the organic 
pores. Thus, before shale gas extraction, the water tends to exist as a film 
at the heterogeneous interface between kerogen and inorganic matter 
instead of being in the pores of kerogen pockets [1]. In consequence, 
when shale gas extraction is performed, this water film, like a seal, may 
prevent the gas originally in kerogen from flowing out. During shale gas 
extraction, the water film distribution at the heterogeneous interface 
changes with the pore pressure depletion in the IM wrapping the 
kerogen pockets, so a kerogen pocket is sometimes opened to supply gas 
while sometimes closed. That is, the sealing effect of the water film on 
the gas supply of kerogen pockets varies with production time. This 
mechanism has been demonstrated by Lee et al. [1]. By using molecular 
modelling and mesoscale simulation, they proved that whether the 
water film seals the kerogen pockets or not is dependent on the system 
energy. More specifically, there is an activation energy barrier (i.e., a 
critical Gibbs free energy change) for kerogen with water film at the 
heterogeneous interface between kerogen and IM. If the gas energy in a 
kerogen pocket with water film is sufficiently high, the pocket can 
supply gas to the surrounding inorganic pores and fractures. Otherwise, 
the kerogen pocket with water film will be closed, the gas stored in this 
pocket has no contribution to the gas transport in the reservoir. This 
mechanism, referred to as the “on/off gas-supplying mechanism” in this 
work, dynamically affects the gas production from shale reservoirs. 

Although this on/off mechanism of gas supply from the kerogen 
pockets with water film has been recognized by researchers, no 
computation tools are developed to evaluate the impact of this mecha-
nism on gas production under in-situ conditions because there are 
several technical difficulties as follows: (1) It is challenging to incor-
porate this mechanism into the existing models which are based on the 
evolution of reservoir pore pressure instead of energy change. As 
mentioned above, Lee et al. describe this mechanism as a process 
controlled by the system energy [1]. However, the exact energy distri-
bution in the reservoir is not easy to determine and seldom used in 
reservoir modelling and simulation. In contrast, pore pressure is the 
most commonly used crucial variable to describe the gas production 
process because there are a variety of existing models and formulas 
associating the evolutions of reservoir properties with pore pressure. 
Therefore, a pressure-based expression (both in physics and in math) of 

the mechanism of gas supply from kerogen is needed. (2) Gas-water-two- 
phase flowback should be combined with the on/off mechanism to 
integrate the different effects caused by water on the gas storage and 
transport during shale gas recovery [11,15]. (3) Mechanical deforma-
tion of shale during gas extraction should be incorporated into the model 
to reflect the stress dependence of porosity and absolute permeability 
[22]. (4) Various porous media at different scales should be individually 
incorporated into the model to reflect the high heterogeneity of shale 
reservoirs. These porous media, including primary hydraulic fracture 
(HF), natural fracture system (NA), inorganic matrix (IM), and kerogen, 
have different porosity and permeability. Moreover, the gas flow in 
these media obeys different flow regimes, influencing the apparent 
permeabilities [23,24]. (5) After hydraulically fracking, the stimulated 
shale reservoir is divided into three different domains including HF, 
stimulated reservoir domain (SRD), and non-stimulated reservoir 
domain (NSRD) [4]. These domains have distinct properties and thus, 
different property evolutions. This multidomain effect, discussed by the 
previous studies [22,25], should also be taken into consideration. 

In this work, a concept of kerogen threshold differential pressure 
(KTP) is proposed to describe the on/off mechanism of gas supply from 
kerogen with water film at the heterogeneous interface. After that, a 
fully coupled, multidomain, multiphysics, two-phase flowback model is 
built to comprehensively incorporate the effects of water (including the 
on/off gas-supplying mechanism and gas–water-two-phase flowback) 
into the simulation of the whole process of shale gas extraction. The 
proposed model is then verified against a set of gas production data from 
the field and the simulation results of water production published by a 
previous study. Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis is performed to 
comprehensively investigate the effects of important influencing factors 
on gas and water production. The significance of the on/off gas- 
supplying mechanism for engineering practice is especially discussed. 

2. Conceptual model 

In this section, a conceptual model is detailed to establish the basic 
framework of the multidomain, multiphysics, two-phase flowback 
model. As a major innovation of this work, the concept of kerogen 
threshold differential pressure (KTP) is firstly proposed. A multiscale 
model is then introduced to characterize the heterogeneous shale. 
Subsequently, the different domains are conceptually divided to define 
the multidomain characteristic of the stimulated shale reservoir. The 
effects of flow regimes on gas flow in the pores with different scales are 
also claimed. Besides, the flow sequence is proposed to link the mass 
transfer occurring in these porous media and domains. 

2.1. Kerogen threshold differential pressure (KTP) and on/off gas- 
supplying mechanism 

As the key concept of the on/off gas-supplying mechanism, kerogen 
threshold deferential pressure (KTP) is defined as a critical pore pressure 
difference between inside and outside of kerogen pores. An illustration 
describing the concept of KTP is shown in Fig. 1. At the heterogeneous 
interface between kerogen and inorganic matrix (IM), some organic 
nanopores [see Fig. 1, inset (a)] are opened to release their internal gas. 
The released gas comes from the original free gas and the desorbed gas 
with the pore pressure depletion in kerogen. In contrast, other organic 
nanopores are sealed by a water film, so the gas stored in these kerogen 
pores cannot flow out. The sealing water may be connate water or 
invaded external water (e.g., fracking fluids, drilling/completion fluid 
filtrate, etc.). Furthermore, the on/off states of these organic nanopores 
may change with time because they are controlled by the varying local 
difference between kerogen pore pressure (pk, this pressure denotes the 
gas pressure in kerogen) and IM pore pressure (pm, this pressure denotes 
the average fluid pressure of gas and water in IM). During shale gas 
extraction, the pm continuously decreases, which increases the value of 
the differential pressure (pk – pm). When (pk – pm) is higher than KTP, the 
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organic nanopore will open to supply gas. This gas supply leads to the 
reduction of pk, which decreases the value of (pk – pm). Subsequently, (pk 
– pm) may become lower than KTP again, and the nanopore is shut down 
to stop supplying gas. Therefore, we have the following criterion to 
determine the on/off state of kerogen: 
{

if pk − pm > KTP, kerogen is opened
if pk − pm ≤ KTP, kerogen is closed (1) 

The essence of KTP is the pressure energy difference between the 
inside and the outside of the kerogen pores with water film. It is a 
pressure-form expression of the concept of “activation energy barrier” to 

remove the liquid film sealing the kerogen pores so that the gas in 
kerogen can flow out [1]. 

2.2. Multi-scale model and domain division 

A hierarchical, multi-scale model is used to characterize various pores 
and fractures with different scales so that the heterogeneity of the hy-
draulically fractured shale reservoir can be reflected, as shown in Fig. 2. 
More specifically, the multi-scale model includes the following media: (1) 
Kerogen [Fig. 2(a)]. Kerogen pores are deemed as a bundle of tortuous 
organic capillary tubes with nano-meter-level pore size. (2) Inorganic 
matrix [IM, see Fig. 2(b)]. IM is considered as an inorganic continuum 
having tortuous tube-shaped pores of which size is larger than kerogen 
pores. Both kerogen and IM are very tight and have ultra-low permeability, 
and they occupy the most volume of the bulk shale. (3) Natural fractures 
network [NA, see Fig. 2 (c1) and (c2)]. NA is deemed as an inorganic 
continuum with significantly higher porosity and permeability than those 
of kerogen and IM, representing the natural fractures network throughout 
the bulk shale. NA has planar fractures with an average aperture ranging 
from sub-micrometer to micrometer level, and it accounts for a small 
volumetric fraction of the bulk shale. (4) Primary hydraulic fracture [HF, 
see Fig. 2(d)]. HF is simplified as a 1-D, discrete, fractured inorganic me-
dium with a millimeter-level aperture. As continua, kerogen, IM, and NA 
constitute a triple-porosity-triple-permeability system to describe the bulk 
shale, while a set of HFs are discretely specified and embedded in the bulk 
shale. Thus, the four porous media with different pore scales construct the 
hydraulically fractured shale gas reservoir. 

Moreover, as the consequence of hydraulic fracking, NA can be further 
divided into two domains: NA-SRD [natural fractures network in the 
stimulated reservoir domain, see Fig. 2(c1)] and NA-NSRD [natural 
fractures network in the non-stimulated reservoir domain, see Fig. 2(c2)]. 
NA-SRD represents the natural fractures network near-HF zone contain-
ing many secondary hydraulic fractures. It has higher porosity, absolute 
permeability, as well as a lower bulk volumetric modulus than those of 
NA-NSRD which has all the original properties of NA. For kerogen and IM, 
they have identical properties in the whole reservoir. That is, SRD and 
NSRD have different NA properties while having the same kerogen and IM 
properties (unless stated otherwise). Thus, a hydraulically fractured shale 
gas reservoir is abstracted as an assembly of four media (kerogen, IM, NA, 
and HF) with three domains (SRD, NSRD, and HF). 

Fig. 1. On/off gas-supplying mechanism of gas liberation from kerogen. (a) An 
opened nanopore of kerogen without water film [(pk – pm) > KTP]. (b) A 
nanopore of kerogen sealed by a water film [(pk – pm) ≤ KTP]. 

Fig. 2. Illustration of a producing shale gas reservoir with multi-scale porous media and multiple domains: (a) Kerogen; (b) IM; (c1) NA-NSRD; (c2) NA-SRD; (d) HF.  
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The storage forms and flow types of fluids in the four media of the 
stimulated shale reservoir are different. Gas stored in kerogen pores has 
the forms of free gas and adsorbed gas, and there is no water stored in the 
internal kerogen. In contrast, Gas and water coexist in IM, NA, and HF 
because of the imbibition effect induced by the hydrophilic feature of the 
inorganic surfaces of these media. Therefore, single gas flow occurs in 
kerogen, while gas–water-two-phase flow occurs in IM, NA, and HF. In 
addition, the gas stored in IM, NA, and HF is only in the form of free gas 
because gas sorption in these inorganic media can be ignored [23,26]. 

Another worth noting issue is that the initial water saturations in the 
different media and domains are also different. Before gas production, as 
a direct consequence of fracking fluid invasion, HF contains a large 
amount of water and a small fraction of gas. NA-SRD also has a 
considerable water saturation because the fracking fluid tends to enter 
the secondary hydraulic fractures. However, the water saturation of NA- 
NSRD is much lower than that in NA-SRD because NSRD is not enhanced 
by the fracking treatment. Differed from NA, although IM has a certain 
of water saturation originated from the connate water and the imbibi-
tion effect, the water mobility in IM is low because of the high capillary 
resistance to water flow in the micro/nanopores of IM. There is no water 
in the internal kerogen except the water film at the heterogeneous 
interface between kerogen and IM. The volume of the water film is 
included in IM water saturation. 

2.3. Gas flow regimes and sequence 

Due to the extremely small pore sizes of kerogen and IM, the gas flow 
regimes in these two media range from slip flow to transition flow, which 
is dependent on the orders of magnitude of the Knudsen numbers in these 
two media [27,28]. As a result, the apparent permeability of gas in 
kerogen and IM should be corrected to include the flow regime effect. In 
contrast, the gas flow regime effect can be ignored in NA and HF due to 
their relatively large pore sizes [26,29]. For water flow, there is no flow 
regime effect in all the media and domains [11,22,30]. By setting cor-
rected apparent permeability formulas (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3), the 
effects of flow regimes on gas flow in kerogen and IM can be reflected. 

A hierarchical, multidomain flow sequence is used to describe the 
mass transfer in a producing shale reservoir stimulated by hydraulic 
fracking treatment. As displayed in Fig. 3, at the beginning of gas 

production, gas and water in HF rapidly flow out because of the difference 
between the initial reservoir pressure and the bottom-hole pressure (BHP, 
see the Flow stage 1 in Fig. 3). In consequence, the pore pressure in the 
HFs becomes much lower than that in the NA, inducing the gas and water 
in the NA to flow into the HFs (Flow stage 2 in Fig. 3). The reduced pore 
pressure in the NA then promotes the gas and water in IM to flow into NA 
(Flow stage 3 in Fig. 3). After that, the decreased pore pressure in IM 
forces the kerogen to supply gas under the control of the on/off mecha-
nism (Flow stage 4 in Fig. 3). Besides, the pore pressure gradient between 
NA-SRD and NA-NSRD also leads to the flow and re-distribution of gas 
and water, which reflects the fact that NA is the main channel of gas–-
water flow in the whole shale reservoir. This hierarchical, multidomain 
flow sequence has been successfully used in some previous works to ex-
press the gas transport process in hydraulically fractured shale gas res-
ervoirs [4,22]. Nevertheless, the previous models are two-porosity-two- 
permeability (kerogen + IM) systems, which cannot finely describe the 
peculiar evolution in the natural fractures network. Some other previous 
studies [26,31,32] used the triple-porosity (kerogen + IM + NA) system 
to model and simulate shale gas extraction, but their models neither 
include the explicitly specified HFs nor differentiate the SRD and the 
NSRD, ignoring the multidomain effects. Here, we extend the hierarchi-
cal, multidomain flow sequence to a triple-porosity, multidomain system 
along with explicitly specified HFs for gas–water-two-phase flow so that 
the complex mass transfer in different components and domains of the 
shale reservoir can be accurately modelled and simulated. 

3. Mathematical model 

In this section, a mechanical balance equation is first given to fully 
couple the stress-deformation relationship in the whole shale reservoir. 
After that, the governing equations describing the mass transport in 
different media and domains, as well as the mass exchange between these 
medium and domains, are derived based on the following assumptions: 
(1) Kerogen, IM, and NA are isotropic and linear-elastic continua; (2) 
Strains are infinitesimal; (3) Shale gas extraction is an isothermal process; 
(4) Kerogen is saturated by methane in the initial state; (5) Gas-water- 
two-phase flow occurs in IM, NA, and HFs, while single-phase flow (gas 
flow) occurs in kerogen; (6) There is no mass exchange between gas and 
water phases; (7) The gravitational effect is ignored. 

Fig. 3. Hierarchical multidomain flow sequence in a hydraulically fractured shale gas reservoir.  
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3.1. Mechanical coupling equations 

Based on Biot’s theory in poroelasticity and the triple-porosity 
assumption, the stress–strain relationship of the entire shale reservoir 
can be derived as the following form [33,34,35]: 

εij =
(1 + υ)

3K(1 − 2υ)σij −
υ

3K(1 − 2υ)σkkδij +
αkpk

3K
δij +

αmpm

3K
δij +

αnapna

3K
δij +

εs

3
δij

(2) 

where εij is the component of the total strain tensor; υ is the Poisson’s 
ratio of shale; K represents the bulk volumetric modulus of shale; the 
total stress σkk = σ11 + σ22 + σ33, where σ11, σ22 and σ33 are the principal 
stresses in the three axial directions of the spatial coordinate system, 
respectively; δij denotes the Kronecker delta with 1 for i = j and 0 for i ∕=
j. εs denotes the sorption-induced volumetric strain; pk, pm, and pna 
denote the pore pressures of kerogen, IM, and NA, respectively. In 
kerogen (containing only gas), pk equals the gas pressure (pgk); while in 
IM, NA, and HF (containing both gas and water), the pore pressures are 
the average fluid pressures of gas and water [36,37]: 
⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

pk = pgk
pm = Sgmpgm + Swmpwm

pna = Sgnapgna + Swnapwna
pf = Sgf pgf + Swf pwf

(3) 

where pf is the pore pressure in HF; pgm, pgna, and pgf are the gas 
pressures in IM, NA, and HF; pwm, pwna, and pwf are the water pressures in 
IM, NA, and HF; Sgm, Sgna, and Sgf are the gas saturations in IM, NA, and 
HF; Swm, Swna, and Swf are the water saturations in IM, NA, and HF, 
respectively. 

In Eq., K can be defined as a volumetric-weighted average quantity of 
the individual volumetric moduli of kerogen (Kk), IM (Km), and NA (Kna) 
according to the studies proposed by Berryman [38] and Cao et al. [23]: 

1
K

=
ηk

Kk
+

ηm

Km
+

ηna

Kna
(4) 

where ηk, ηm, and ηna are the volumetric fraction of kerogen, IM, and 
NA in the bulk shale. ηk + ηm + ηna = 1. Similarly, υ is a volumetric- 
weighted average quantity of the individual Poisson’s ratios of 
kerogen (υk), IM (υm), and NA (υna): 

υ = ηkυk + ηmυm + ηnaυna (5) 

On the other hand, αk, αm, and αna in Eq. are the effective Biot co-
efficients of kerogen, IM, and NA, respectively. They are determined 
according to the method proposed by the studies of Mehrabian and 
Abousleiman [39] and Cao et al. [23]: 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

αk =
ηkKα*

k

Kk

αm =
ηmKα*

m

Km

αna =
ηnaKα*

na

Kna

(6) 

whereα*
k,α*

m, and α*
na are the individual Biot coefficients of kerogen, 

IM, and NA, respectively. 
εs can be obtained by using the Langmuir-type relation: 

εs =
εLpk

pk + PL
(7) 

where εL and PL are the Langmuir sorption strain and Langmuir 
pressure constants of shale, respectively. 

The terms on the right hand of Eq. represent the different contribu-
tions to the total strain of shale. The first and the second terms represent 
the strains induced by the mechanical stress tensor in the shear- and 
normal- directions, respectively. The third, the fourth and the fifth terms 
denote the strains caused by the pore pressure evolutions in kerogen, IM, 

and NA, respectively. The sixth term is the contribution of sorption- 
induced strain on the total strain tensor. 

Furthermore, the strain tensor εij can also be expressed as displace-
ments [33,34]: 

εij =
1
2
(
ui,j + uj,i

)
(8) 

where ui is the displacement in the i direction and ui,j represents the 
first-order partial derivative of displacement. 

The force equilibrium equation neglecting inertial effects is given as: 

σij,j + fi = 0 (9) 

where σij is the stress tensor and fi is the body force. 
Combining Eqs., and yields the Navier-type equation as the final 

mechanical constitutive relationship: 

3K(1 − 2υ)
2(1+υ) ui,kk+

3K
2(1+υ)uk,ki − αkpk,i − αmpm,i − αnapna,i −

KεLPL

(pk+PL)
2pk,i+fi =0

(10) 

As mentioned above, the displacement can be converted to the strain 
tensor εij, while εij can be directly converted to the stress tensor σij based 
on the linear-elasticity assumption: σij = Kεij. Therefore, according to the 
pressure distribution, we can first numerically solve Eq. (10) to obtain 
the displacement field, then obtain the strain/stress distribution. 

3.2. Gas transport in kerogen 

3.2.1. Governing equation of kerogen 
Based on the mass conservation law, the governing equation for gas 

transport in kerogen can be derived as the following form [4,25]: 

∂
(
ρgkϕk,stress + ρaρsVads

)

∂t
+∇⋅

(

− ρgk
kkapp

μg
∇pgk

)

= − Qk− m (11) 

where ρgk is the gas density in kerogen, computed according to the 
real gas equation of state (see Appendix 3A); ϕk,stress is the stress- 
dependent kerogen porosity; ρa is the methane density under the stan-
dard condition, 0.717 kg/m3; ρs is the shale density; Vads is the adsorp-
tion volume per unit of shale mass as standard gas volume; kkapp is the 
apparent kerogen permeability influenced by stress dependence and gas 
flow regime; μg is the gas viscosity; -Qk-m is the mass sink term of kerogen 
supplying gas to IM. The first term on the left hand of Eq. is the storage 
term including the free gas (ρgkϕk,stress) and the adsorbed gas (ρaρsVads), 
while the second term on the left hand is the flow term. 

3.2.2. Porosity model, apparent permeability model, and adsorption volume 
In Eq., ϕk,stress is determined by the stress-dependent porosity model 

proposed by Cui and Bustin based on the tri-axial stress condition [40]. 
This model has been widely used in shale reservoir modelling [4,23]: 

ϕk,stress = ϕk0 exp{ − Ck[(σ − σ0) − αk(pk − pk0)] } (12) 

where ϕk0 is the initial kerogen porosity; σ is the mean total stress 
numerically solved by the mechanical coupling equation; σ0 is the initial 
mean total stress solved by the mechanical coupling equation based on 
the initial and boundary conditions; pk0 is the initial pore pressure in 
kerogen; Ck is the pore compressibility of kerogen, defined as Ck = αk/ 
(ϕk0Kk) [40,41]. The term [(σ − σ0) − αk(pk − pk0)] represents the change 
of effective stress of kerogen taking the initial effective stress of kerogen 
as the reference. 

Considering the gas flow regime, the apparent kerogen permeability 
is expressed as: 

kkapp = kk,stress⋅
f (Knk)

f (Knk0)
(13) 

where kk,stress is the stress-dependent kerogen permeability; f(Knk) is 
a permeability enhancement function generalizing the effect of the flow 
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regime (ranging from viscous flow to slip flow and transition flow); Knk 
is the Knudsen number in kerogen; Knk0 is the initial Knudsen number in 
kerogen. kk,stress is determined by combining Eq. and the cubic law [42]: 

kk,stress = kk0 exp{ − 3Ck[(σ − σ0) − αk(pk − pk0)] } (14) 

where kk0 is the initial apparent permeability of kerogen. 
The expression of f(Knk) and a general method of calculating the 

Knudsen numbers in kerogen and IM are detailed in Appendix 3B. 
The adsorption volume Vads in Eq. is obtained by using Langmuir’s 

isotherm: 

Vads =
VLpk

PL + pk
(15) 

where VL is the Langmuir volume constant of shale. 

3.2.3. Mass sink term 
The mass sink term Qk-m is determined by the following equation 

based on the theory proposed by Kazemi et al. [43] and the on/off 
mechanism for kerogen supplying gas to IM introduced in Section 2.1: 

Qk− m =
Dk− mρgkkkapp

μg
(pk − pm)

[
Sgm + Swm⋅switch(pk, pm)

]
(16) 

where Dk-m is a shape factor related to the specific interfacial area of 
the kerogen pockets. For example, for spherical kerogen pockets, Dk-m =

3/Rk
2, where Rk is the mean radius of the kerogen pockets [4,43]. switch 

(pk, pm) is a control function reflecting the on/off gas-supplying mech-
anism of the kerogen with water film, which is determined by comparing 
the values of differential pressure (pk – pm) and KTP according to Eq.: 

switch(pk, pm) =

{
1, if pk − pm > KTP
0, if pk − pm ≤ KTP (17) 

The term [Sgm + Swm⋅switch(pk, pm)] in Eq. means that the gas sup-
plied by kerogen is the sum of two parts: one (Sgm) is from the kerogen 
without water film, the other is from the opened/closed kerogen with 
water film [Swm⋅switch(pk, pm)]. So the key issue here is to determine the 
exact expression of KTP. The detailed derivation is presented below. 

3.2.4. Derivation of KTP expression for kerogen with water film 
When the differential pressure between the pore pressures in IM and 

in a kerogen pocket with water film is not higher than KTP, i.e., 0 < pk – 
pm ≤ KTP (this is caused by the shale gas depletion in IM), the gas in 
kerogen is not capable of flowing out from the kerogen pocket but is 
confined by a spherical cap which is full of gas at the heterogeneous 
interface between kerogen and IM. Only if pk – pm > KTP (this is caused 
by the further gas pressure depletion in IM with the gas production), can 
the confined gas in kerogen get rid of the restriction of the spherical cap 
and flow into IM. This criterion describes how the energy of the gas in 
kerogen exceeds the activation energy barrier (ΔG*, Gibbs free energy 
change) needed to break the spherical cap, as illustrated in Fig. 4. This 
mechanism has been demonstrated by the study of Lee et al. [1] based on 
a molecular dynamics simulation. Here, our main objective is to trans-
late ΔG* into a critical value of differential pressure between kerogen 
and IM, i.e., KTP. As seen in Fig. 4, in a typical quasi-equilibrium state 
(pk – pm ≤ KTP), the shape of the spherical cap is determined by an 
effective contact angle (θeff) and a contact area (A*). A* is defined as the 
contact area of the single spherical cap at the interface: A* = πd*2/4, 
where d* is the diameter of the single spherical cap (see Fig. 4). θeff can 
be calculated by the Cassie–Baxter equation presenting that the cosine 
value of the effective contact angle is a linear combination of the cosine 
values of the contact angles on the kerogen solid (θsolid can be measured 
experimentally) and on the pore zone (where θpore = 0◦) [44]: 

θeff = arccos
[
ϕk,stress +

(
1 − ϕk,stress

)
cosθsolid

]
(18) 

By conducting a mesoscale analysis of the spherical cap shape, Lee 
et al. [1] demonstrated that ΔG* for gas liberation has the following 

relationship with θeff, gas–water interfacial tension (γg-w), and Kelvin 
radius (R*): 

ΔG* = κ
(
θeff
)
γg− wR* (19) 

where κ(θeff) is a geometrical factor. When the θeff is not very large, 
the expression of κ(θeff) is given by the following expression [1,45–49]: 

κ
(
θeff
)
=

8
27

πθ4
eff (20) 

R* is defined by the ratio of γg-w and (pk – pm): 

R* =
γg− w

pk − pm
(21) 

Combining Eqs., and gives an expression of ΔG*: 

ΔG* =
8πγ3

g− wθ4
eff

27(pk − pm)
2 (22) 

Eq. relates the activation energy barrier to the pore pressure differ-
ence between inside and outside of kerogen pores. 

On the other hand, we consider the activation energy barrier from 
the perspective of surface free energy. When the gas is sealed in the 
kerogen pocket by the water film, the kerogen surface is covered by the 
water film. Once the gas is liberated, the water film is removed from the 
kerogen surface. Thus, the heterogeneous interface experiences a pro-
cess of the gas displacing the water film. The initial state of kerogen with 
water film is illustrated in Figs. 3-5(a), while the critical state that the 
gas in kerogen with water film is about to be liberated is depicted in 
Figs. 3-5(b). Obviously, the gas liberation is equivalent can be deemed as 
“the gas spreading on the kerogen surface”. According to previously 
published principles in surface physical chemistry [1,50,51], we can 
directly obtain the expression of the surface Gibbs free energy change of 
this spreading process (ΔG*

surf ): 

ΔG*
surf = − A*Ssp

(
1 − ϕk,stress

)
(23) 

where Ssp is the spreading parameter defined as: 

Ssp = γk− g − γg− w − γk− w (24) 

where γk-g and γk-w are the solid–gas interfacial tension and solid- 
water interfacial tension, respectively. In practical laboratory tests, 
both γk-g and γk-w are difficult to obtain. Therefore, we must convert the 

Fig. 4. Geometry of the methane spherical cap with an effective contact angle 
and a contact area at the interface between IM and kerogen with water film. θeff 
is the effective contact angle calculated by using the Cassie–Baxter equation; A* 
is the contact area of the spherical cap at the interface; d* is the diameter of the 
spherical cap. 
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expression of Ssp into a form without γk-g and γk-w. According to the 
classic Young-Laplace equation [50], the interfacial tensions γk-g, γk-w, 
and γg-w obey the following relation: 

γg− wcosθeff = γk− g − γk− w (25) 

Combining Eqs. and yields an expression of Ssp without γk-g and γk-w: 

Ssp = γg− w
(
cosθeff − 1

)
(26) 

Eq. indicates that Ssp always has a negative value, implying the gas- 
confined state (i.e., gas is trapped in kerogen by a water film at the 
heterogeneous interface of kerogen) is thermodynamically stable [1]. To 
release the gas sealed in kerogen by the water film, the value of (pk – pm) 
should be increased by the depletion of pm to enhance the potential 
energy of the gas in kerogen and climb the activation energy barrier. 
Combining Eqs. and gives a new expression ofΔG*

surf : 

ΔG*
surf = − A*γg− w

(
cosθeff − 1

)(
1 − ϕk,stress

)
(27) 

Lee et al. [1] have demonstrated that the gas liberation process and 
the gas spreading process at the heterogeneous interface of kerogen are 
thermodynamically equivalent. Therefore, we have the following 
equation: 

Fig. 5. Gas liberation of the kerogen with water film can be considered as a spreading process of gas on the heterogeneous interface. (a) The initial state of kerogen 
with water film. (b) The critical state in which the gas in kerogen with water film is about to be liberated. 

Fig. 6. Values of methane-water interfacial tension under different gas pres-
sures (Temperature = 353.15 K, according to the data provided by Ren 
et al. [55]). 

Fig. 7. Relationship and interactions between different porous media and physical processes in a stimulated shale gas reservoir.  
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ΔG = ΔG*
surf (28) 

Combining Eqs., and, the term ΔG* can be cancelled out, giving the 
following equation linking the wettability parameters, stress-dependent 
kerogen porosity, and (pk – pm): 

pk − pm = γg− wθ2
eff

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
8π

27A*
(
1 − cosθeff

)(
1 − ϕk,stress

)

√

(29) 

Obviously, if the quasi-equilibrium state shown in Fig. 4 also denotes 
the critical state in which the gas in kerogen with water film is about to 
be liberated. The term (pk – pm) in this critical state just corresponds to 
the threshold differential pressure (KTP). Thus, we obtain the final 
expression of KTP: 

KTP = γg− wθ2
effc

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
8π

27A*
c

(
1 − cosθeffc

)(
1 − ϕk,stress

)

√

(30) 

where A*
c is a characteristic contact area, while θeffc is a characteristic 

contact angle. They denote the spherical cap area and the effective 
contact angle in the critical state of gas liberation, respectively. For a 
certain shale material, a known gas, and the water with a known 
salinity, these two parameters can be obtained by combining the 
microscopic imaging techniques and the captive-bubble method 
[52,53]. 

It should also be noted that γg-w changes with T and pk. Many previous 
publications provide the relevant data determined in laboratory by 
using the instruments such as modified interfacial tensiometer based on 
the pendent drop method [54,55]. For example, when the reservoir 
temperature is 353.15 K, the varying values of γg-w with pk are tested by 
Ren et al. [55] are plotted in Fig. 6: 

The new KTP model presented in Eq. suggests that whether the gas 

can be released from the kerogen with water film depends on the com-
bined effects of the pore pressure difference between kerogen and IM, 
fluid wettability at the kerogen surface, and stress-dependent porosity. 
By using this model, the control function switch(pk, pm) can be figured 
out, and the on/off mechanism for gas liberation can be expressed. 
Combining Eqs., and, we obtain the full form of the governing equation 
of gas transport in kerogen: 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∂
(
ρgkϕk,stress + ρaρsVads

)

∂t
+∇⋅

(

− ρgk
kkapp

μg
∇pk

)

= − Qk− m

Qk− m =
Dk− mρgkkk,stress

μg
(pk − pm)

[
Sgm + Swm⋅switch(pk, pm)

]

ϕk,stress = ϕk0 exp{ − Ck[(σ − σ0) − αk(pk − pk0)] }

kk,stress = kk0 exp{ − 3Ck[(σ − σ0) − αk(pk − pk0)] }⋅
fk(Knk)

fk(Knk0)

Vads =
VLpk

PL + pk

switch(pk, pm) =

{
1. if pk − pm > KTP

0, if pk − pm ≤ KTP

KTP = γg− wθ2
effc

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
8π

27A*
c

(
1 − cosθeffc

)(
1 − ϕk,stress

)

√

(31)  

3.3. Gas-water-two-phase flow in inorganic matrix 

3.3.1. Governing equation of IM 
In IM, the adsorbed gas storage is ignored, and the gas–water-two- 

phase flow is considered because of the hydrophilic characteristic of IM 

Fig. 8. Flow chart of the simulator.  
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pores. These inorganic pores have little adsorption amount, and spon-
taneously hold water by capillary imbibition. Based on the two-phase 
Darcy’s law [14,16,36,56], the governing equation for water and gas 
transport in IM can be written as: 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∂
(
ρgmϕm,stressSgm

)

∂t
+∇⋅

(

− ρgm
kmappkrgm

μg
∇pgm

)

= Qk− m − Qg,m− na

∂
(
ρwϕm,stressSwm

)

∂t
+∇⋅

[

− ρw
km,stresskrwm

μw
∇pwm

]

= − Qw,m− na

(32) 

where the first equation is for the gas flow in IM, and the second 
equation is for the water flow in IM. ρgm is the gas density in IM, 
computed according to pgm and the real gas equation of state (see 

Appendix 3A); kmapp is the apparent gas permeability in IM; ϕm,stress is 
the stress-dependent IM porosity; km,stress is the stress-dependent IM 
permeability; Qk-m is the mass source term of kerogen supplying gas to 
IM; -Qg,m-na is the mass sink term of IM supplying gas to NA; -Qw,m-na is 
the mass sink term of IM supplying water to NA; ρw is the water density; 
krgm is the relative permeability of gas in IM; krwm is the relative 
permeability of water in IM; μw is the water viscosity. 

3.3.2. Porosity and permeability models 
Similar to those of kerogen, the stress-dependent porosity of IM can 

be determined by applying Cui-Bustin’s model: 

ϕm,stress = ϕm0 exp{ − Cm[(σ − σ0) − αm(pm − pm0)] } (33) 

where ϕm0 is the initial IM porosity; Cm is the pore compressibility of 
IM, defined as Cm = αm/(ϕm0Km) [4,40,41]; pm0 is the initial pore pres-
sure in IM. It should be noted that the IM pore pressure (pm) here is the 
average fluid pressure given by Eq.. The evolution of pm influences the 
effective stress of IM [(σ − σ0) − αm(pm − pm0)]. 

Furthermore, considering the effect of gas flow regime, the apparent 
gas permeability in IM can be expressed as: 

kmapp = km,stress⋅
f (Knm)

f (Knm0)
(34) 

where Knm is the Knudsen number in IM; Knm0 is the initial Knudsen 
number in IM. They can be calculated according to the method given in 
Appendix 3B. km,stress is the stress-dependent permeability of IM based 
on Cui-Bustin’s model: 

km,stress = km0 exp{ − 3Cm[(σ − σ0) − αm(pm − pm0)] } (35) 

where km0 is the initial absolute permeability of IM. 

3.3.3. Mass source-sink term 
The gas sink term (-Qg,m-na) and the water sink term (Qw,m-na) of IM 

supplying fluids to NA are defined based on the theory proposed by 
Kazemi et al. [43]: 

Qg,m− na =
Dm− naρgmkmappkrgm

μg

(
pgm − pgna

)
(36)  

Qw,m− na =
Dm− naρwkm,stresskrwm

μw
(pwm − pwna) (37) 

where Dm-na is a shape factor related to the mean IM block size. For 
cubic IM blocks separated by the natural fractures, Dk-m = 8/Lm

2, where 
Lm is the mean length of the IM blocks (i.e., the mean natural fractures 
spacing). 

3.3.4. Saturation equation and capillary pressure 
As an additional constraint, the gas and water saturations in IM 

should obey the following relation: 

Sgm + Swm = 1 (38) 

The difference between gas pressure and water pressure in IM is 
defined as IM capillary pressure (pcm): 

pgm − pwm = pcm (39) 

pcm is a function of Swm. For a given Swm, the pcm, gas relative 
permeability (krgm), water relative permeability (krwm), and gas relative 
permeability (krwm) can be directly calculated by using the analytical 
model proposed by Brooks and Corey [57], as detailed in Appendix 3C. 
Combining Eqs., and, we obtain the full form of the governing equation 
of fluid transport in IM: 

Fig. 9. Geometry simplification and boundary condition of the simulation case 
for Barnett Shale. (a) 3D geometry of the whole reservoir. (b) 3D geometry of a 
quarter of the reservoir. (c) Top view of a quarter of the reservoir; (d) A half 
hydraulic fracking segment including a half-length HF, SRD, and NSRD. The 
cyan “×” symbols represent the bottom-hole pressure points at which the gas 
flows into the wellbore. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 10. Production history match for Barnett Shale. (a) Daily gas production: The scattered dots denote the field data; the red line denotes the simulation results 
computed by using the model proposed in this work; the blue line denotes the results computed by using the single-phase model proposed by Li et al. [4]. (b) Detailed 
daily gas production in the first 200 days. (c) Daily water production: The scattered squares denote the results numerically computed by Cao et al. [14]; the red line 
denotes the results computed by using the model proposed in this work. (d) Detailed daily water production in the first 200 days. (For interpretation of the references 
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 11. Production curves of the base case during 29200-day gas extraction process. (a) Daily and cumulative gas production curves. (b) Daily and cumulative water 
production curves. 
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⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∂
(
ρgmϕm,stressSgm

)

∂t
+∇⋅

(

− ρgm
kmappkrgm

μg
∇pgm

)

= Qk− m − Qg,m− na

∂
(
ρwϕm,stressSwm

)

∂t
+∇⋅

[

− ρw
km,stresskrwm

μw
∇pwm

]

= − Qw,m− na

ϕm,stress = ϕm0 exp{ − Cm[(σ − σ0) − αm(pm − pm0)] }

kmapp = km0 exp{ − 3Cm[(σ − σ0) − αm(pm − pm0)] }⋅
f (Knm)

f (Knm0)

Qg,m− na =
Dm− naρgmkmappkrgm

μg

(
pgm − pgna

)

Qw,m− na =
Dm− naρwkm,stresskrwm

μw
(pwm − pwna)

Sgm + Swm = 1

pgm − pwm = pcm

(40)  

3.4. Gas-water-two-phase flow in natural fractures network 

3.4.1. Governing equation of NA 
The natural fractures network (NA) in the proposed model refers to 

an inorganic continuum with relatively higher initial porosity, initial 
absolute permeability, initial water saturation, and lower bulk modulus 
compared to those of IM. Moreover, these NA properties are differently 
set in SRD and NSRD domains to reflect the multidomain effect caused 
by hydraulic fracking. The effects of gas flow regime on gas apparent 
permeability and gas sorption are ignored in NA [26]. With a similar 
form with Eq., the governing equation for gas–water-two-phase flow in 
NA can be written as: 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∂
(

ρj
gnaϕj

na,stressS
j
gna

)

∂t
+∇⋅

(

− ρj
gna

kj
na,stressk

j
rgna

μg
∇pj

gna

)

= Qg,m− na

∂
(

ρwϕj
na,stressS

j
wna

)

∂t
+∇⋅

(

− ρw
kj

na,stressk
j
rwna

μw
∇pj

wna

)

= Qw,m− na

(41) 

where the superscript j is the domain indicator, j = SRD or NSRD; ρgna 
is the gas density in NA, computed according to pgna and the real gas 
equation of state (see Appendix 3A);ϕna,stress is the stress-dependent NA 
porosity; kna,stress is the stress-dependent NA permeability; Qg,m-na is the 
source term of IM supplying gas to NA; Qw,m-na is the source term of IM 
supplying water to NA; krgna is the relative permeability of gas in NA; 
krwna is the relative permeability of water in NA. 

Fig. 12. Inspection points representing different domains in the geometry of 
the base case: Point A – HF; Point B – SRD; and Point C – NSRD. 

Fig. 13. Evolutions of water saturations of HF, NA, and IM in 
different locations. 

Fig. 14. Effects of initial absolute (apparent) permeabilities of kerogen and IM on daily gas production (0–3650 day). (a) Daily gas production curves with different 
kk0s. (b) Daily gas production curves with different km0s. 
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Fig. 15. Effects of initial absolute permeabilities of kerogen and IM on cumulative gas production. (a) Cumulative gas production curves with different kk0s. (b) 
Cumulative gas production curves with different km0s. 

Fig. 16. Effects of initial absolute permeabilities of NA-SRD and NA-NSRD on daily gas production (0–3650 day). (a) Daily gas production curves with different kSRD
na0 

s. (b) Daily gas production curves with different kNSRD
na0 s. 

Fig. 17. Effects of initial absolute permeabilities of NA-SRD and NA-NSRD on cumulative gas production. (a) Cumulative gas production curves with different kSRD
na0 s. 

(b) Cumulative gas production curves with different kNSRD
na0 s. 
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3.4.2. Porosity and permeability models 
Applying Cui-Bustin’s model again, the stress-dependent porosity 

and permeability of NA can be expressed as: 

ϕj
na,stress = ϕj

na0exp
{
− Cj

na

[
(σ − σ0) − αj

na

(
pj

na − pna0
)] }

(42)  

kj
na,stress = kj

na0exp
{
− 3Cj

na

[
(σ − σ0) − αj

na

(
pj

na − pna0
)] }

(43) 

where ϕna0 is the initial NA porosity; Cna is the pore compressibility 
of NA, defined as Cna = αna/(ϕna0Kna); pna is the pore pressure in NA 
given by Eq.; pna0 is the initial pore pressure in NA; kna0 is the initial 
absolute permeability of NA. 

3.4.3. Saturation equation and capillary pressure 
Similar to those in IM, the gas and water saturations in NA should 

obey the following relation: 

Sgna + Swna = 1 (44) 

The difference between gas pressure and water pressure in NA is 
defined as NA capillary pressure (pcna): 

pgna − pwna = pcna (45) 

pcna, krgna, and krwna are calculated by using the model proposed by 
Brooks and Corey [57], as detailed in Appendix 3C. 

3.4.4. Continuity at boundaries 
It should be emphasized that the continuities of the pore pressure, 

mass flow rate of gas (qj
gna), mass flow rate of water (qj

wna), gas satura-
tion, and water saturation in NA at the boundary between SRD and 
NSRD should be ensured: 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

pNSRD
na |at SRD boundary = pSRD

na |at SRD boundary;
qNSRD

gna |at SRD boundary = qSRD
gna |at SRD boundary;

qNSRD
wna |at SRD boundary = qSRD

wna |at SRD boundary;
SNSRD

gna |at SRD boundary = SSRD
gna at SRD boundary;

SNSRD
wna |at SRD boundary = SSRD

wna |at SRD boundary

(46) 

Meanwhile, the continuities of the pore pressure, gas flow rate, water 
flow rate, gas saturation, and water saturation should also be satisfied at 
HF which can be considered as an outlet boundary of NA-SRD: 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

pSRD
na |at HF = pf |at HF;

qSRD
gna |at HF = qgf |at HFqSRD

wna |at HF = qwf |at HF;

SSRD
gna |at HF = Sgf |at HF SSRD

wna |at HF = Swf |at HF
(47) 

where pf is the pore pressure in HF, defined by Eq.; qgf is the inlet 
mass flow rate of gas in HF; qwf is the inlet mass flow rate of water in HF; 
Sgf is the gas saturation in HF; Swf is the water saturation in HF. 
Combining Eqs., and, we obtain the full form of the governing equation 
of fluid transport in NA:   

Fig. 18. Effects of NA-SRD bulk modulus on the gas extraction process. (a) Effect on cumulative gas production. (b) Effect on stress-dependent permeability of NA- 
SRD. (c) Effect on stress-dependent permeability of NA-NSRD. (d) Effect on stress-dependent permeability of HF. 
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Fig. 19. Effects of NA-NSRD bulk modulus on the gas extraction process. (a) Effect on cumulative gas production. (b) Effect on stress-dependent permeability of NA- 
NSRD. (c) Effect on stress-dependent permeability of NA-SRD. (d) Effect on stress-dependent permeability of HF. 
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na,stressk
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)

= Qw,m− na

ϕj
na,stress = ϕj

na0exp
{
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na

[
(σ − σ0) − αj

na

(
pj

na − pna0
)] }

kj
na,stress = kj

na0exp
{
− 3Cj

na

[
(σ − σ0) − αj

na

(
pj

na − pna0
)] }

Sgna + Swna = 1

pgna − pwna = pcna

pNSRD
na |at SRD boundary = pSRD

na |at SRD boundary; ;

qNSRD
gna |at SRD boundary = qSRD

gna |at SRD boundary; qNSRD
wna |at SRD boundary = qSRD

wna |at SRD boundary;

SNSRD
gna |at SRD boundary = SSRD

gna |at SRD boundary; SNSRD
wna |at SRD boundary = SSRD

wna |at SRD boundary;

pSRD
na |at HF = pf |at HF;

qSRD
gna |at HF = qgf |at HF; qSRD

wna |at HF = qwf |at HF;

SSRD
gna |at HF = Sgf |at HF; SSRD

wna |at HF = Swf |at HF

(48)   
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3.5. Gas-water-two-phase flow in primary hydraulic fracture 

3.5.1. Governing equation of HF 
Primary hydraulic fracture (HF) is simplified as a 1D fractured me-

dium. Meanwhile, it is also the outlet flow boundary of NA in SRD. HF 
bridges the horizontal wellbore and the bulk shale. Based on our pre-
vious study [4], the governing equation of gas–water-two-phase flow in 
HF can be given as the following form: 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∂
(
ρgf ϕf ,stressSgf

)

∂t
+∇T ⋅

[

− bf ,stressρgf
kf ,stresskrgf

μg
∇pgf

]

= 0

∂
(
ρwϕf ,stressSwf

)

∂t
+∇T ⋅

[

− bf ,stressρwf
kf ,stresskrwf

μw
∇pwf

]

= 0

(49) 

where ∇T denotes the gradient operator restricted to the tangential 
plane of HF; ρgf is the gas density in HF, computed according to pgf and 
the real gas equation of state (see Appendix 3A); ϕf,stress is the stress- 
dependent HF porosity; kf,stress is the stress-dependent HF permeability; 
krgf is the relative permeability of gas in HF; krwf is the relative perme-
ability of water in HF. 

3.5.2. Porosity and permeability models 
Stress-dependent porosity and permeability of HF (ϕf,stress and kf,stress) 

are determined by using the model proposed by Li et al. [4]. In this 
model, the evolution of the mean stress at a certain point in HF is con-
verted into the change of pore pressure according to Biot’s theory in 
poroelasticity: 

ϕf ,stress = ϕf 0 exp
[
Cf
(
pf − pf 0

)]
(50)  

kf ,stress = kf 0 exp
{

2Cf
(
pf − pf 0

)}
(51) 

where ϕf0 is the initial HF porosity; Cf is the pore compressibility of 
HF, defined as Cf = αf/(ϕf0Kf); pf0 is the initial pore pressure in HF; kf0 is 
the initial absolute HF permeability. 

Besides, the stress-dependent HF aperture (bf,stress) has the following 
expression: 

bf ,stress = bf 0exp
[
Cf
(
pf − pf 0

)]
(52) 

where bf0 is the initial HF aperture. 

3.5.3. Saturation equation and capillary pressure 
Similar to IM and NA, the gas and water saturations in HF obey the 

following relation: 

Sgf + Swf = 1 (53) 

The difference between gas pressure and water pressure in HF is 
defined as HF capillary pressure (pcf): 

pgf − pwf = pcf (54) 

pcf, krgf, and krwf are calculated by using the model proposed by 
Brooks and Corey [57], as detailed in Appendix 3C. 

3.5.4. Continuity at boundaries 
Note that the inflow of HF is exactly provided by the outflow from 

SRD [see the boundary condition in Eq. ]. That is why there is no mass 
source term on the right hand of the first equation in Eq.. Another 
boundary condition is that, at the intersection line of HF and the well-
bore, the value of pf equals the bottom-hole pressure (BHP): 

Fig. 20. Effects of irreducible water saturation of NA-SRD on gas/water production. (a) Relative permeability curves with different SSRD
wrina s, calculated based on 

Brooks and Corey’s model. (b) Relative permeabilities of NA at Point B of the base case during 7300-day production with different SSRD
wrina s. (c) Cumulative gas 

productions with different SSRD
wrina s. (d) Cumulative water productions with different SSRD

wrina s. 
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Fig. 21. Effects of irreducible water saturation of inorganic matrix on gas/water production. (a) Relative permeability curves with different Swrims, calculated based 
on Brooks and Corey’s model. (b) IM relative permeabilities at Point B of the base case during 7300-day production with different Swrims. (c) Cumulative gas 
productions with different Swrims. (d) Cumulative water productions with different Swrims. 

Fig. 22. Long-term gas production performances of the five cases with different wetting conditions in 29200-day extraction. (a) Cumulative productions; (b) Re-
covery of original gas in kerogen. 
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Fig. 23. KTPs in different domains for Cases 1 – 4 during 29200-day extraction. (a) KTPs in SRD (Point B); (b) KTPs in NSRD (Point C).  

Fig. 24. Relationship between (pk – pm) and KTP curves for shale gas production. (a) (pk – pm) and KTP curves of Case 2; (b) (pk – pm) and KTP curves of Case 3; (c) (pk 
– pm) and KTP curves of Case 4; (d) Illustration of the key knowledge about the relationship between (pk – pm) and KTP. 
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pf |at wellbore = BHP 

Combining Eqs., and, we obtain the full form of the governing 
equation of HF: 

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
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ρgf ϕf ,stressSgf

)

∂t
+∇T ⋅

[

− bf ,stressρgf
kf ,stresskrgf

μg
∇pgf

]

= 0

∂
(
ρwϕf ,stressSwf

)

∂t
+∇T ⋅

[

− bf ,stressρwf
kf ,stresskrwf

μw
∇pwf

]

= 0

ϕf ,stress = ϕf 0 exp
[
Cf
(
pf − pf 0

)]

kf ,stress = kf 0 exp
{

2Cf
(
pf − pf 0

)}

Sgf + Swf = 1

pgf − pwf = pcf

pSRD
na |at HF = pf |at HF;

qSRD
gna |at HF = qgf |at HF; qSRD

wna |at HF = qwf |at HF;

SSRD
gna |at HF = Sgf |at HF SSRD

wna |at HF = Swf |at HF

pf |at wellbore = BHP

(56)  

3.6. Coupling relationship of multiple physical processes 

The partial differential equations Eqs., and construct the fully 
coupled, multidomain, and multiphysics model considering water ef-
fects for the evaluation of flowback from stimulated shale reservoirs. 
The relationship between different physics is summarized in Fig. 7. First 
of all, the mechanical coupling relationship [Eq. ] globally controls the 
evolutions of stress-dependent porosity and permeability in different 
media and domains. In the second place, the complex flow processes in 
the various media [Eqs., and ] are linked by the mass conservation law, 
resulting in different fluid phase distributions and pressure evolutions in 
these media. Thirdly, different properties in various domains caused by 
hydraulic fracking treatment can be conveniently input, which leads to 
distinct changes in these domains during shale gas extraction. Fourthly, 
by setting boundary conditions, the continuity of fluid flow is ensured. 
In brief, the complexities of multiple physical processes occurring in the 
stimulated shale gas reservoir are comprehensively incorporated in the 
proposed model. 

Fig. 25. Evolution of on/off state distribution of kerogen with water film for 
Cases 2 (SRD is wettability-enhanced). Red represents that the kerogen with 
water film is open [i.e., switch(pk, pm) = 1], while blue denotes that the kerogen 
with water film is closed [i.e., switch(pk, pm) = 0]. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 

Fig. 26. Evolution of on/off state distribution of kerogen with water film for 
Cases 3 (SRD is moderately damaged). Red represents that the kerogen with 
water film is open [i.e., switch(pk, pm) = 1], while blue denotes that the kerogen 
with water film is closed [i.e., switch(pk, pm) = 0]. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 

Fig. 27. Evolution of on/off state distribution of kerogen with water film for 
Cases 4 (SRD is severely damaged). Red represents that the kerogen with water 
film is open [i.e., switch(pk, pm) = 1], while blue denotes that the kerogen with 
water film is closed [i.e., switch(pk, pm) = 0]. 
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3.7. Implementation of mathematical model 

To implement the proposed mathematical model, we build a nu-
merical simulator by using COMSOL Multiphysics (Version 5.5), a 
commercial PDE solver based on the finite element method (FEM), to 
fulfill the simulation of the production process of stimulated shale res-
ervoirs. The flow chart of the simulator is shown in Fig. 8. Basically, a 
complete computation includes six parts [58]: (1) The simulator dis-
cretises the equation system to approximately convert the PDEs to linear 
equation groups; (2) According to the initial and boundary conditions, 
the simulator initializes the pressures and saturations in kerogen, IM, 
NA, and HF. The mean total stress is also initialized to obtain the initial 
stress-dependent porosities and permeabilities in kerogen, IM, NA, and 
HF; (3) At each timestep, the simulator computes the mass trans-
missibilities in kerogen, IM, NA, and HF according to the initialized 
pressures and saturations; (4) The simulator solves the discrete equation 
system including the fluid transport equations and saturation equations 
[Eqs., ] to update the primary variables (pk, pm, pna, pf, Swm, Swna, and 
Swf). These computations are automatically performed by the multi-
frontal massively parallel sparse (MUMPS) direct solver in COMSOL 
Multiphysics; (5) If the computed residual converges, the simulator 
further solves the mechanical coupling equation [Eq. ] by approximately 
converting the mechanical PDEs to linear equation groups to obtain a 
new displacement field. Then, the simulator converts the displacement 
into the strain/stress. Thus, a new distribution of the mean total stress 
can be calculated to further figure out the new stress-dependent poros-
ities [by using Eqs., and ] and permeabilities [by using Eqs., and ] in 
kerogen, IM, NA, and HF for the next timestep. Otherwise, the simulator 
cycles back to re-compute the fluid transmissibilities until it converges at 
the current timestep. In the re-computation process, the simulator will 
adjust the initialization and/or decrease the length of the time step to try 
to satisfy the convergence criteria; (6) If the set time points for output 
are not all-done, the simulator moves to compute the new fluid trans-
missibilities for the next timestep with the updated variables. Otherwise, 
the computation terminates and the simulator outputs all the results of 
each timestep. 

Here, we further briefly introduce the computation methods used by 
the commercial PDE solver. Variable-order variable-step-size backward 
differentiation formulas (BDF) are used to control the time-stepping 
process and solve the discretised time-dependent PDE problem 
[59,60]. The BDF solver using the backward Euler differentiation for-
mulas has been widely used for many years and is known for its great 
stability and smoothing effect (the latter is particularly important for 
consistent initialization in the initial step of multiphysics coupling 
simulations). In each time step, the linearized equation groups are 
solved by the multifrontal massively parallel sparse (MUMPS) direct 
solver. It works on general systems of the form Ax = b and uses several 
preordering algorithms to permute the columns and thereby minimize 
the fill-in. Besides, the iterations are based on the Newton-Raphson 
method [61]. 

4. Model verification 

To verify the multidomain and multiphysics model proposed in this 
work, a set of gas–water production data from a horizontal gas well in 
Barnett Shale with 28 hydraulic fracking segments in the United States is 
collected from the published literature [62,14] for data matching. The 
proposed model formulated in Section 3 is implemented by using 
COMSOL Multiphysics (Version 5.5) so that the shale gas extraction 
process of the case can be numerically simulated. Here, the proposed 
model is applied in a 2D geometry (i.e., the thickness equals 1 m) to 
simulate a half hydraulic fracking segment as a representative part of the 
shale reservoir. The simplification from the 3D shale reservoir geometry 
to the 2D geometry is illustrated in Fig. 9. The 3D geometry of the whole 
Barnett reservoir is displayed in Fig. 9(a). Due to the geometric sym-
metry, the 3D structure of a quarter of the reservoir framed by the red 

dashed line with the horizontal wellbore is further depicted in Fig. 9(b). 
Note that the cyan “×” symbols represent the bottom-hole pressure 
points at which the gas flows into the wellbore. Furthermore, if the effect 
of gravity can be ignored, the 3D quarter of the reservoir can be 
simplified as a 2D geometry (i.e., the thickness equals 1 m) of which the 
top view is shown in Fig. 9(c). In this geometry, the simulated gas flow 
process is 2D, while the simulated deformation process is related to the 
plain stress and strain. The 2D quarter of the reservoir includes 14 half 
hydraulic fracking segments. According to the geometric symmetry, the 
gas and water extraction process in a half hydraulic fracking segment 
[see Fig. 9 (d)] is first simulated to obtain the daily gas production (Pd, 

gas,2D) and daily water production (Pd,water,2D). After that, the total daily 
gas production (Pd,gas) and the total daily water production (Pd,water) of 
the whole (3D) reservoir can be simply figured out as follows: 

Pd,gas = 4NdresPd,gas,2D (57)  

Pd,water = 4NdresPd,water,2D (58) 

where N is the number of half hydraulic fracking segments in a 
quarter of the reservoir. In this case, N = 14; dres is the thickness of the 
reservoir. This simplification method has been successfully used to 
evaluate shale gas production by Cheng [11] and Liu et al. [15] so that 
the computation time can be much decreased with acceptable accuracy. 
It should also be noted that each half hydraulic fracking segment is 
under a geo-stress field orthogonally decomposed as the maximum 
horizontal geo-stress and the minimum horizontal geo-stress, while the 
roller constraints are set along the horizontal wellbore and the left 
boundary, as shown in Fig. 9 (d). These settings reflect the influence of 
the in-situ-geo-stress field on shale deformation [4,23,24]. 

The reservoir properties and modelling parameters used for the 
simulation case of Barnett Shale are listed in Table 1. These parameters 
are extracted from the previously published studies [4,11,14,15,62] 
except those related to the wettability/interfacial properties for the 
calculation of KTP because KTP is a new concept proposed in this work. 
These wettability/interfacial properties include characteristic contact 
area (A*

c), characteristic contact angle (θeffc), and gas–water interfacial 
tension (γg− w). As a reflection of the difference between SRD and NSRD 
caused by hydraulic fracking treatment, the NA-SRD and NA-NSRD have 
different bulk moduli, entry pressure for two-phase flow, initial porosity, 
initial absolute permeability, and initial water saturation. Specifically, 
KSRD

na <KNSRD
na , pSRD

ena <pNSRD
ena , ϕSRD

na0 >ϕNSRD
na0 , andkSRD

na0 > kNSRD
na0 are caused by the 

generation of secondary hydraulic fractures and the enhancement of the 
natural fractures in SRD, whileSSRD

wna0 > SNSRD
wna0 is originated from the in-

vasion of water-based fracking fluids (such as slickwater) into SRD. 
More importantly, the wettability/interfacial properties in SRD (con-
taining the mixture of the connate brine and the invaded fracking fluids) 
and NSRD (only containing the connate brine) are different. Specifically, 
A*SRD

c <A*NSRD
c , θSRD

effc >θNSRD
effc , andγSRD

g− w = 1.1 ×γSRD
g− w. These differences, 

reflecting the fact that the invasion of external fluids influences the gas 
liberation from kerogen in SRD, will be discussed in Section 5.3. The 
different settings of the parameters in various domains also indicate the 
great flexibility of our model in differentiating SRD and NSRD. Ac-
cording to the practical demand of simulation, more reservoir parame-
ters may be set differently in SRD and NSRD to fully consider the 
difference between these two distinct domains in multiple aspects. These 
parameter differences can be obtained in advance by field logging, well- 
test analysis, or geological information techniques [4,7]. 

The data-matching results presented in Fig. 10(a) demonstrate that 
the daily gas production curve for 1700-day extraction simulated by 
using the proposed model is highly consistent with the field data. As a 
comparison, a multidomain numerical model based on a single (gas) 
phase flow proposed by Li et al. [4] is also used to match the same gas 
production data. To show more details about the early stage of the gas 
extraction process, the field data and simulation results of the two 
models during the first 200 days are particularly shown in Fig. 10(b). It 
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is found that the proposed model in this work performs better than the 
single-phase flow model in matching the data of this case. Specifically, 
the single-phase flow model gives apparently higher daily gas produc-
tion values than the field data during the first 10 days because it ignores 
the hindrance effect of water on gas flow, while the results computed by 
using the model proposed in this work are closer to the field data [see 
Fig. 10(b)]. Moreover, the single-phase flow model gives slightly lower 
daily gas production values compared to the field data during 1300 – 
1700 day, while the results given by the proposed model excellently 
match the field data in this period. This difference can be ascribed to the 
combined effects of the on/off gas-supplying mechanism of kerogen and 
the two-phase flow. These effects are included in our model, while they 
are not considered in the single-phase flow model. For daily water 
production, the results simulated by using another two-phase flow 
model proposed by Cao et al. [14] for the same case during 1700 days 
are plotted in Fig. 10(c) for comparison. Furthermore, to show more 
details about the early stage of the water extraction process, the simu-
lation results of the two models during the first 200 days are also 
particularly shown in Fig. 10(d). It can be seen that the model proposed 
in this work gives very similar results compared to the results of Cao 
et al.’s model, which demonstrates the reliable performance of our 
model. It is noteworthy that our model incorporates more influencing 
factors (such as mechanical deformation and the on/off gas-supplying 
mechanism of kerogen) than Cao et al.’s model. As discussed below, 
the multiple influencing factors and complexities included in the pro-
posed model may greatly affect the accuracy of reservoir production 
evaluation. In short, by the comparison presented in this section, the 
validity and applicability of the proposed multidomain, multiphysics, 
and two-phase flow model are verified. 

As for the efficiency of our model, we used a laptop with an i7- 
7700HQ CPU (4 cores, 2.80 GHZ for each) and 32 GB RAM to run the 
model by using COMSOL Multiphysics in a 64-bit WIN 10 operating 
system. It took approximately 9 min to complete the simulation of the 
1700-day gas and water extraction process for the Barnett Shale case. 
The geometry shown in Fig. 9(d) with 761 nodes and 1397 triangle el-
ements was simulated. By using our model, it usually takes 50 – 100 min 
to complete a 30-year (this time period is sufficient to cover the indus-
trial lifespan of a shale gas reservoir) gas and water production process 
in a shale reservoir. This shows the satisfactory efficiency of our model 
in which comprehensive and complex physical processes are integrated. 
However, it should be pointed out that the actual computation time to 
run a specific case is also affected by many factors including initial and 
boundary conditions, settings of the solver, quality of the mesh, number 
of the nodes, etc. 

5. Results and discussion 

In this section, a base case is first simulated to understand the general 
evolutions of key reservoir properties and gas/water production. The 
influences of the initial absolute permeabilities and bulk moduli of 
different components of the shale reservoir on the gas extraction process 
are investigated to highlight the importance of gas-supplying capability 

Table 1 
Reservoir properties and modelling parameters for the case of Barnett Shale. The 
parameters are collected from published studies [4,11,14,15,62].  

Parameter Value Symbol Unit 

Simulation model 
dimension: length ×
width × thickness 

30.48 × 145 × 90 – m ×
m × m 

Simulated SRD dimension: 
length × width ×
thickness 

30.48 × 54.8 × 90 – m ×
m × m 

Half length of HF 47.2 – m 
Reservoir temperature 353.15 T K 
Number of HFs 28 N – 
Maximum horizontal geo- 

stress 
41.6 × 106 – Pa 

Minimum horizontal geo- 
stress 

37.3 × 106 – Pa 

Initial pore pressure of 
reservoir 

20.34 × 106 pk0, pm0, pna0, 
and pf0 

Pa 

Bottom-hole pressure 3.69 × 106 BHP Pa 
Shale density 2460 ρs kg/m3 

Molar weight of methane 0.016 M kg/ 
mol 

Gas viscosity 1.84 × 10-5 μg Pa•s 
Water density 971.8 μw kg/m3 

Langmuir volume constant 0.00272 VL m3/kg 
Langmuir strain constant 0.008 εL – 
Volumetric fraction of 

kerogen 
0.05 ηk – 

Bulk modulus of kerogen 5.0 × 109 Kk Pa 
Poisson’s ratio of kerogen 0.21 υk – 
Mean radius of kerogen 

pockets 
0.76 Rk m 

Initial kerogen porosity 0.1 ϕk0 – 
Initial kerogen apparent 

permeability 
1.2 × 10-21 kk0 m2 

Initial kerogen tortuosity 2.0 τk0 – 
Biot coefficient of kerogen 0.4 α*

k 
– 

Archie cementation index 
of kerogen 

5 qk – 

Characteristic contact area 
for KTP 

SRD: 1.8 × 10-10 

NSRD: 2.0 × 10-10 
A*SRD

c A*NSRD
c m2 

m2 

Characteristic contact 
angle for KTP 

SRD: 18 
NSRD: 15 

θSRD
effc θNSRD

effc 
◦

◦

Gas-water interfacial 
tension 

SRD: 1.1×γNSRD
g− w γSRD

g− w N/m 
NSRD: Interpolation 
based on the data in  
Fig. 6 

γNSRD
g− w N/m 

Bulk modulus of IM 7.25 × 109 Km Pa 
Poisson’s ratio of IM 0.2 υm – 
Mean length of IM blocks 3.05 Lm m 
Initial IM absolute 

permeability 
1.0 × 10-20 km0 m2 

Initial IM porosity 0.04 ϕm0 –  

Parameter Value Symbol Unit 

Initial IM tortuosity 1.5 τm0 – 
Biot coefficient of IM 0.5 α*

m – 
Initial water saturation in IM 0.26 Swm0 – 
Irreducible water saturation in IM 0.22 Swrim – 
Irreducible gas saturation in IM 0.2 Sgrim – 
Entry pressure for two-phase flow in IM 5.0×106 pem Pa 
Archie cementation index of IM 2.5 qm – 
Volumetric fraction of NA 0.07 ηna – 
Poisson’s ratio of NA 0.27 υna – 
Biot coefficient of NA 1 α*

na – 
Irreducible water saturation in NA 0.15 Swrina – 
Irreducible gas saturation in NA 0.1 Sgrina – 
Bulk modulus of NA SRD: 4.0×108 KSRD

na Pa 
NSRD: 2.0×109 KNSRD

na Pa 
Initial NA porosity SRD: 0.2 ϕSRD

na0 – 
NSRD: 0.12 ϕNSRD

na0 – 
Initial NA absolute permeability SRD: 7.0×10-16 kSRD

na0 m2 

NSRD: 3.0×10-17 kNSRD
na0 m2 

Initial water saturation in NA SRD: 0.8 SSRD
wna0 – 

NSRD: 0.4 SNSRD
wna0 –  

Table 1 (continued ) 

Parameter Value Symbol Unit 

Entry pressure for two-phase flow in NA SRD: 1.0×106 pSRD
ena Pa 

NSRD: 2.0×106 pNSRD
ena Pa 

Bulk modulus of HF 3.3×108 Kf Pa 
Biot coefficient of HF 1 α*

f 
– 

Initial HF porosity 0.3 ϕf0 – 
Initial HF absolute permeability 5.0×10-14 kf0 m2 

Initial HF aperture 0.003 bf0 m 
Initial water saturation in HF 0.8 Swf0 – 
Irreducible water saturation in HF 0 Swrif – 
Irreducible gas saturation in HF 0 Sgrif – 
Entry pressure for two-phase flow in HF 0 pef Pa  
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of different media, mechanical coupling effect, and multi-domain effect 
for gas production (Section 5.1). After that, a sensitivity analysis 
focusing on the effects of water in the stimulated shale reservoir on gas 
production is carried out. This issue includes two aspects: (1) The effects 
of water on the gas–water-two-phase flow, which is influenced by the 
relative permeability curves (Section 5.2); (2) The effects of water on 
the liberation of the gas originally stored in kerogen, which is controlled 
by the on/off gas-supplying mechanism and KTP (Section 5.3). The 
findings and analysis in this section not only enhance the understanding 
of the gas–water-two-phase flowback process but also provide some 
insights into how to improve shale gas recovery. 

5.1. Overview of shale gas extraction process: A base case 

5.1.1. Overall gas/water flowback process 
A base case is simulated by using the proposed multidomain, mul-

tiphysics, two-phase flow model to comprehensively understand the 
overall production behaviour of the stimulated shale gas reservoir 
containing water. The base case is adapted from the simulation case of 
Barnett Shale in Section 4, and its reservoir properties and modelling 
parameters are listed in Table 2. By comparing Table 1 and Table 2, it 
can be known that the base case has the following differences compared 
to the Barnett Shale case: (1) ηk and VL are increased to have a higher 
original gas reserve in kerogen; (2) kk0, km0, and kSRD

na0 are increased, and 
Rk is decreased to accelerate the gas extraction process (to avoid a too 
long simulation period of time needed for extracting all the recoverable 
gas); (3) Swm0 is increased to have more fluid fraction influenced by the 
on/off mechanism caused by water film; (4) A*SRD

c and A*NSRD
c are 

decreased, while θSRD
effc and θNSRD

effc are increased to get higher KTPs in SRD 
and NSRD. These modifications aim at forming a stimulated shale gas 
reservoir where the effect of the on/off gas-supplying mechanism on gas 
production is significant, while the reservoir parameters and the simu-
lated gas/water flow rates are still in reasonable ranges. For the base 
case, an 80-year (29200-day) simulation of shale gas extraction is con-
ducted. It took approximately 4 h to complete the 80-year simulation of 
the base case by using the laptop mentioned previously (see Section 4). 
No extra setting is needed to achieve such a long-time simulation. The 
daily production (Pd,gas) and the cumulative gas production (Pc,gas) of the 
whole shale reservoir in extraction process are shown in Fig. 11(a). It 
can be known that the Pd,gas exhibits a dual-peak behaviour. In the very 
beginning (1–5 day) of the production process, Pd,gas sharply increases to 
exhibit the first gas production peak (approximately 1.3 × 105 standard 
m3), then it drops considerably during 5–80 day. After that, Pd,gas climbs 
up again until approximately 500 day to reach the second gas produc-
tion peak (approximately 7.1 × 104 standard m3), then it decreases 
again. Meanwhile, the Pc,gas keeps climbing before it levels out at 
approximately 15000 day. The first peak of the Pd,gas vs. time curve is 
narrow and high, which can be ascribed to the rapid depletion of the gas 
near the wellbore driven by the enormous pressure gradient between the 
bottom hole and the reservoir. In contrast, the second peak of the Pd,gas 
vs. time curve is relatively wide and low, which is caused by the 
compensation effect of gas supply from kerogen. This dual-peak 
behaviour of Pd,gas in stimulated shale reservoir has been reported by 
Shaoul et al. [63]. As for water production, the Pd,water and the cumu-
lative water production (Pc,water) curves are shown in Fig. 11(b). Pd,water 
soars to a significant peak at the very beginning of the production pro-
cess, and then rapidly declines. Correspondingly, the Pc,water curve first 
increases, and levels out at approximately 6000 day when the water can 
hardly be extracted. The general trend of water production simulated by 
using the proposed model is consistent with the results published in 
previous studies [14,64]. 

To further understand the water transport in the shale reservoir 
during gas extraction, the evolutions of Swna and Swm in SRD and NSRD 
are investigated. Besides, the change of Swf is also studied. Three in-
spection points with their coordinates marked in Fig. 12 represent the 

Table 2 
Reservoir properties and modelling parameters for the base case.  

Parameter Value Symbol Unit 

Simulation model 
dimension: length ×
width × thickness 

30.48 × 145 × 90 – m ×
m × m 

Simulated SRD dimension: 
length × width ×
thickness 

30.48 × 54.8 × 90 – m ×
m × m 

Half length of HF 47.2 – m 
Reservoir temperature 353.15 T K 
Number of HFs 28 N – 
Maximum horizontal geo- 

stress 
41.6 × 106 – Pa 

Minimum horizontal geo- 
stress 

37.3 × 106 – Pa 

Initial pore pressure of 
reservoir 

20.34 × 106 pk0, pm0, pna0, 
and pf0 

Pa 

Bottom-hole pressure 3.69 × 106 BHP Pa 
Shale density 2460 ρs kg/m3 

Molar weight of methane 0.016 M kg/ 
mol 

Gas viscosity 1.84 × 10-5 μg Pa•s 
Water density 971.8 μw kg/m3 

Langmuir volume constant 0.005 VL m3/kg 
Langmuir strain constant 0.008 εL – 
Volumetric fraction of 

kerogen 
0.12 ηk – 

Bulk modulus of kerogen 5.0 × 109 Kk Pa 
Poisson’s ratio of kerogen 0.21 υk – 
Mean radius of kerogen 

pockets 
0.5 Rk m 

Initial kerogen porosity 0.1 ϕk0 – 
Initial kerogen apparent 

permeability 
1.2 × 10-21 kk0 m2 

Initial kerogen tortuosity 2.0 τk0 – 
Biot coefficient of kerogen 0.4 α*

k 
– 

Archie cementation index 
of kerogen 

5 qk – 

Characteristic contact area 
for KTP 

SRD: 1.8 × 10-13 

NSRD: 3.0 × 10-12 
A*SRD

c A*NSRD
c m2 

m2 

Characteristic contact 
angle for KTP 

SRD: 60 
NSRD: 45 

θSRD
effc θNSRD

effc 
◦

◦

Gas-water interfacial 
tension 

SRD: 1.25×γNSRD
g− w γSRD

g− w N/m 
NSRD: Interpolation 
based on the data in  
Fig. 6 

γNSRD
g− w N/m 

Bulk modulus of IM 7.25 × 109 Km Pa 
Poisson’s ratio of IM 0.2 υm – 
Mean length of IM blocks 3.05 Lm m 
Initial IM absolute 

permeability 
1.0 × 10-20 km0 m2 

Initial IM porosity 0.04 ϕm0 – 
Initial IM tortuosity 1.5 τm0 – 
Biot coefficient of IM 0.5 α*

m – 
Initial water saturation in 

IM 
0.34 Swm0 –  

Parameter Value Symbol Unit 

Irreducible water saturation in IM 0.22 Swrim – 
Irreducible gas saturation in IM 0.2 Sgrim – 
Entry pressure for two-phase flow in IM 5.0×106 pem Pa 
Archie cementation index of IM 2.5 qm – 
Volumetric fraction of NA 0.05 ηna – 
Poisson’s ratio of NA 0.27 υna – 
Biot coefficient of NA 1 α*

na – 
Irreducible water saturation in NA 0.15 Swrina – 
Irreducible gas saturation in NA 0.1 Sgrina – 
Bulk modulus of NA SRD: 4.0×108 KSRD

na Pa 
NSRD: 2.0×109 KNSRD

na Pa 
Initial NA porosity SRD: 0.2 ϕSRD

na0 – 
NSRD: 0.12 ϕNSRD

na0 – 
Initial NA absolute permeability SRD: 7.0×10-16 kSRD

na0 m2 

NSRD: 3.0×10-17 kNSRD
na0 m2 

Initial water saturation in NA SRD: 0.8 SSRD
wna0 – 

NSRD: 0.4 SNSRD
wna0 – 

(continued on next page) 
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different domains of the reservoir: Point A represents HF, Point B de-
notes SRD, and Point C represents NSRD, respectively. The evolutions of 
water saturations at these three points with the time elapsed during 
7300-day production are shown in Fig. 13. The water saturation curves 
can be divided into three groups: (1) Swf andSSRD

wna . They have high values 
and extremely similar trends. This is due to the high water contents near 
the wellbore caused by the invasion of the fracking fluid and the great 
capability of SRD to supply fluids to the wellbore. Note that the HF only 
occupies a very small volume of the reservoir. After the gas extraction 
starts, the water and gas originally in HF deplete in several days. In 
subsequence, NA-SRD (with high permeability) effectively supplies 
fluids to HF to compensate for the extracted fluids, which dominates the 
evolution of water saturation in HF in the most time of production. Thus, 
the highly similar trends of the water saturations in HF and SRD are 
seen. (2)SNSRD

wna . The mass transfer in NSRD is the consequence of the 
complex coupling interactions between different media and domains. As 
a part of the natural fractures system of the stimulated shale reservoir, 
NA-NSRD is not only connected with NA-SRD, but also linked with IM. 
The moderate increase of SNSRD

wna during shale gas extraction shown in 
Fig. 13 can be deemed as a water re-distribution process under the fully 
coupled multidomain and multiphysical effects. Note that although the 
SNSRD

wna increases with time, the net trend of the water storage in the whole 
reservoir always decreases because both the SSRD

wna and Swm are dropping 
in the meantime to offset the increase ofSNSRD

wna . (3) Swm at Point B and 
Point C. Because of the much lower permeability of IM compared to that 
of NA subsystem, the water transport in IM is slow. More specifically, the 
decrease of Swm at Point C (far from the HF) is slower than that at Point B 
(close to the HF). These results reveal that the general mass transfer 
trends in different media and domains are complicated. Previously, Cao 
et al. [14] and Cui et al. [22] proposed their gas–water-two-phase 
flowback models to simulate the gas–water extraction process. However, 
their models cannot predict some trends in the production process, such 
as the increase ofSNSRD

wna , because they employed the dual-porosity 
(organic + inorganic) system instead of the triple-porosity (kerogen +
IM + NA) system and do not comprehensively incorporate the property 
differences between SRD and NSRD into their models. For example, Cao 
et al.’s model does not consider the effect of shale deformation in 
different domains, while Cui et al.’s model does not incorporate the 
difference of initial and irreducible water saturations between NA-SRD 
and NA-NSRD caused by hydraulic fracking. Therefore, the model pro-
posed in this work has its advantages in fulfilling more accurate and 
finer simulations. In the following text, the effects of various parameters 
on shale gas production are investigated as the key responses because 
gas recovery is the top concern for the industry. The evolutions of some 
other important properties including water production and absolute/ 
relative permeabilities are also briefly discussed. 

5.1.2. Effects of initial permeabilities on shale gas production 
Initial absolute (apparent) permeabilities of different components of 

the shale reservoir affect gas production. Many previous studies have 
been discussed these effects [4,12,13,14,22,30,63,64,65]. Here, we first 

focus on an interesting issue, i.e., the dual-peak behaviour of daily gas 
production exhibited in Fig. 11(a). The previously published studies 
have suggested that in some cases, the daily gas production shows the 
dual-peak behaviour, while in other cases, it appears a single-peak 
behaviour, just like Fig. 10 displays. This difference in the shape of 
the daily gas production curve from case to case is dependent on the 
contrast of the mass-supplying abilities of different porous media in the 
shale reservoir. To understand this opinion, the effects of initial 
apparent (absolute) permeabilities of kerogen (kk0) and IM (km0) on Pd, 

gas are studied based on the base case. As shown in Fig. 14(a), the second 
peak of the daily gas production curve becomes smaller with the 
decrease of kk0. Conversely, a higher kk0 makes the second peak higher 
and wider. When the kk0 is very low, the second peak is negligible. 
Consequently, the daily production curve becomes single-peak. For 
instance, the daily production curve for kk0 = 1 × 10-21 m2 has a similar 
(single-peak) shape to that of the field case of Barnett Shale [see Fig. 10 
(a)]. Obviously, kk0 reflects the ability of kerogen to supply gas to IM, 
which controls the shape of the daily production curve. If the gas sup-
plying rate from kerogen to IM is slow, the daily production curve tends 
to be single-peak. Otherwise, the daily production curve is dual-peak. 
On the other hand, for the effect of km0 on daily gas production, it can 
be known from Fig. 14(b) that the higher km0 significantly enhances the 
early-period daily production curve, especially the height of the first 
peak. Nevertheless, decreasing km0 does not change the dual-peak daily 
production curve to a single-peak curve. With the elapse of time, the 
enhancing effect of increasing km0 on daily gas production diminishes. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that both kk0 and km0 significantly in-
fluence daily gas production in the early period. The former mainly 
influences the shape of the daily production curve (especially the shape 
of the second peak), while the latter comprehensively affects the early- 
period daily gas production. This is essentially determined by the 
contrast of the fluid-supplying abilities of kerogen and IM. 

The effects of kk0 and km0 on cumulative gas production are pre-
sented in Fig. 15. As seen in Fig. 15(a), the effect of kk0 on cumulative 
gas production varies during the whole production period. In the early 
period (0–4000 day), the higher kk0 corresponds to the higher cumula-
tive gas production curve. This is ascribed to the enhanced early-period 
daily gas production, as mentioned above. With the gas extraction going 
on, the order of the curves with different kk0s gradually reverses. At the 
end of the gas extraction, the highest kk0 corresponds to the lowest cu-
mulative production. This reveals that if the kk0 is too high, the gas 
supply from kerogen in the early period will be so fast that some kerogen 
pockets turn off early. As a result, some original gas in place is sealed in 
kerogen permanently. This phenomenon, controlled by the on/off gas- 
supplying mechanism of kerogen with water film, will be discussed in 
Section 5.3. On the other hand, it can be known from Fig. 15(b) that the 
higher km0 leads to the earlier completion of gas extraction (which is 
symbolized by the level out of the cumulative gas production), and the 
final cumulative gas productions with different km0s are nearly identical. 
This suggests that km0 only affects the speed of gas extraction, while does 
not influence the ultimate gas recovery because the on/off gas-supplying 
mechanism is not applied on IM. 

The effects of initial permeabilities of NA-SRD (kSRD
na0 ) and NA-NSRD 

(kNSRD
na0 ) on daily gas production are presented in Fig. 16. It can be 

known from Fig. 16(a) that a high kSRD
na0 significantly enhances the early- 

period daily gas production and makes the shape of the daily gas pro-
duction curve convert from dual-peak into single-peak. However, this 
enhancing effect of increasing kSRD

na0 on daily gas production disappears 
early. For instance, the daily gas production with kSRD

na0 = 4 × 10-16 m2 is 
the highest one in the curve group in Fig. 16(a) in the early period, but it 
is exceeded by those with the lower kSRD

na0 s after 1700 days. From Fig. 16 
(b), it can be seen that the enhancing effect of increasing kNSRD

na0 on the 
early-period daily gas production is not so strong as that caused by 
increasingkSRD

na0 , but this effect lasts for a longer period of time (0–3650 
day). Furthermore, the effects of kSRD

na0 and kNSRD
na0 on cumulative gas 

Table 2 (continued ) 

Parameter Value Symbol Unit 

Entry pressure for two-phase flow in NA SRD: 1.0×106 pSRD
ena Pa 

NSRD: 2.0×106 pNSRD
ena Pa 

Bulk modulus of HF 3.3×108 Kf Pa 
Biot coefficient of HF 1 α*

f 
– 

Initial HF porosity 0.3 ϕf0 – 
Initial HF absolute permeability 5.0×10-14 kf0 m2 

Initial HF aperture 0.003 bf0 m 
Initial water saturation in HF 0.8 Swf0 – 
Irreducible water saturation in HF 0 Swrif – 
Irreducible gas saturation in HF 0 Sgrif – 
Entry pressure for two-phase flow in HF 0 pef Pa  
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production are shown in Fig. 17. Although the NA subsystem only oc-
cupies 5% (by volume) of the reservoir, increasing either kSRD

na0 [see 
Fig. 17(a)] or kNSRD

na0 [see Fig. 17(b)] greatly improves the gas extraction 
speed. This can be ascribed to the great connectivity and high perme-
ability of the NA subsystem. Increasing the initial absolute permeability 
of either NA-SRD or NA-NSRD causes a higher differential pressure be-
tween NA and IM, which intensifies the mass exchange. By comparing 
Fig. 17(a) and (b), it can be known that the extraction-accelerating 
effect caused by increasing kSRD

na0 happens much earlier than that 
caused by increasingkNSRD

na0 , which is reflected by the enormous differ-
ence between the daily gas production curves in the earlier period in 
Fig. 17(a). The reason is that the fluids in SRD start flowing out earlier 
than that in NSRD. These results indicate the importance of NA sub-
system for gas extraction from shale reservoirs. In engineering practice, 
the hydraulic fracking treatment directly improves the initial absolute 
NA permeability by creating numerous secondary hydraulic fractures 
and activating the original natural fissures in the scope of SRD, which is 
one of the most effective ways to enhance gas production. Obviously, the 
triple-porosity-multidomain model proposed in this work helps obtain 
accurate and fine simulation results by considering the NA subsystem as 
an individual continuum and differentiating SRD/NSRD so that the 
impact of the difference between matrix/fracture and the discrepancy in 
different domains can be reflected. 

5.1.3. Effects of bulk volumetric moduli on shale gas production 
The bulk volumetric modulus of a continuum is inversely propor-

tional to the pore compressibility [4,40,41,23]. Therefore, it affects the 
evolution of the stress-dependent porosity of shale, which further in-
fluences the stress-dependent permeability and gas production. More-
over, the effects caused by the change of bulk modulus may have effects 
on different domains since the shale deformation is solved by a globally 
coupled equation [Eq. ]. Based on the base case, the effects of NA-SRD 
bulk modulus (KSRD

na ) on the gas extraction process are investigated, as 
shown in Fig. 18. The cumulative gas productions with different KSRD

na s 
in 29200-day shale gas extraction are shown in Fig. 18(a). The higher 
bulk modulus of NA-SRD corresponds to the higher gas extraction rate 
because it means the smaller mechanical shrinkage during gas depletion. 
Thus, the closure of natural fractures is slighter, and the reduction of the 
stress-dependent permeability of NA-SRD (kSRD

na,stress) is slighter, which 
benefits gas recovery. Another interesting issue is the multidomain ef-
fects of mechanical deformation. Changing KSRD

na not only varies the 
evolution of stress-dependent permeability of NA-SRD [kSRD

na,stress, as 
shown in Fig. 18(b)], but also leads to different permeability evolutions 
in other domains (e.g., kNSRD

na,stress and kf,stress), as seen in Fig. 18(c) and (d). 
This can be ascribed to the mechanical coupling interactions between 
different domains. Specifically, both kNSRD

na,stress and kf,stress decrease more 
intensively with the increase ofKSRD

na , which can be deemed as a har-
monic result of the whole shale reservoir by the mechanical coupling 
relation. With the decrease of SRD compressibility caused by the in-
crease ofKSRD

na , the deformations in NSRD and HF correspondingly in-
crease to fulfill a mechanical equilibrium under the in-situ stress 
condition [4]. Also, the influences of NA-NSRD bulk modulus (KNSRD

na ) on 
the gas extraction process are investigated, as shown in Fig. 19. It can be 
known that increasing KNSRD

na improves the extraction speed [see Fig. 19 
(a)] and alleviates the shrinkage-induced reduction of kNSRD

na,stress [see 
Fig. 19(b)], but the effects on the permeability evolutions in other do-
mains are negligible [see Fig. 19(c) and (d)]. In brief, the effects of 
changing bulk moduli of natural fractures network are different in 
various domains. In engineering practice, KSRD

na usually differs from 
KNSRD

na due to stimulation treatments (e.g., hydraulic fracking). There-
fore, the mechanical coupling interactions between different domains 
with various mechanical properties should be taken into consideration 
in shale reservoir simulation to obtain accurate results. 

5.2. Effects of relative permeability on flowback process 

For the gas–water-two-phase flowback process, an important issue is 
the effects of gas and water relative permeabilities because these relative 
permeabilities directly affect the mobility of each phase. We varied the 
irreducible water saturation of NA-SRD (SSRD

wrina) to obtain a series of 
relative permeability curves, and then investigated the effects of these 
relative permeability curves on the gas and water productions in 7300- 
day production based on the base case, as shown in Fig. 20. According to 
Appendix 3C, the gas/water relative permeability curves based on the 
Brooks and Corey’s model with different irreducible water saturations of 
NA-SRD (SSRD

wrina s) are shown in Fig. 20(a). Note that both water and gas 
relative permeability curves change withSSRD

wrina. With the increase 
ofSSRD

wrina, both gas and water phases become difficult to flow, which is 
reflected by the narrowing down of the two-phase zone in Fig. 20(a). 
Based on the base case, the simulated variations of gas/water relative 
permeabilities of NA-SRD at Point B during 7300-day production are 
presented in Fig. 20(b). The relative permeability variations mainly 
occur in the first 400 days, so the resultant effects on production appear 
in the early period. It can be known from Fig. 20(c) that the effect of 
SSRD

wrina on cumulative gas production can be ignored. This is because at 
the beginning of gas extraction, most of the fluid stored in NA-SRD is 
water. The high initial water saturation of NA-SRD means that the 
amount of gas affected by the change of SSRD

wrina is small, which results in 
the negligible effect of SSRD

wrina on gas production. However, the higher 
SSRD

wrina leads to considerable reduction of cumulative water production, as 
shown in Fig. 20(d). This effect appears in the early period of production 
(0–500 day). The high content of water in NA-SRD implies that the 
shapes of relative permeability curves are important to control the water 
mobility in this domain and affect the overall water flowback. With the 
increase ofSSRD

wrina, the water retention in SRD becomes higher. That is, 
recoverable water becomes less. Hence, cumulative water production is 
greatly curtailed, which can be deemed as a kind of formation damage 
related to the wettability alteration of the reservoir rock [14,51,66,67]. 
These results suggest that although the NA subsystem only occupies a 
small fraction of the reservoir volume (e.g., 5%, see Table 2), the relative 
permeabilities of NA-SRD are of importance for water recovery. Some 
undesirable effects caused by the invasion of external fluids may lead to 
the wettability alteration of the reservoir rock in SRD. This is partly 
reflected by the increase ofSSRD

wrina, which negatively affects water recov-
ery. This effect may be vital in many engineering cases where high water 
recovery is desired because the fracking fluids need to be recovered as 
much as possible [68,69]. 

In the fracking process, IM imbibition (caused by the hydrophilic 
feature of the IM pores) occurs as another consequence of external fluid 
invasion, which increases the initial IM water saturation. Due to the 
extremely small pore size of IM, the imbibition effect driven by the high 
IM capillary pressure is usually strong [11,14]. Once gas production 
starts, some water in IM may be extracted, which depends on the 
movable amount of water in IM. It is necessary to study the influence of 
relative permeabilities of IM on gas/water production because IM takes 
a large fraction of reservoir volume (e.g., 83%, see Table 2). We changed 
the irreducible water saturation of IM (Swrim) to obtain a series of IM 
relative permeability curves, and then investigated the effects of these 
relative permeability curves on the gas and water production in 7300 
days based on the base case, as shown in Fig. 21. The gas/water relative 
permeability curves based on Brooks and Corey’s model with different 
Swrims are shown in Fig. 21(a). With the increase of Swrim, both gas and 
water become difficult to flow, which is reflected by the narrowing 
down of the two-phase zone in Fig. 21(a). The simulated evolutions of 
the IM relative permeabilities of gas and water at Point B of the base case 
are plotted in Fig. 21(b). The variation of the IM relative permeabilities 
during shale gas extraction is slow, but it lasts a longer time compared to 
that in NA-SRD. This long-term variation is the combined result of the 
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extremely low IM absolute permeability (which leads to the slow change 
of IM water saturation, and thus, the slow change of IM relative per-
meabilities) and the large volume fraction of IM in the shale reservoir 
(which leads to the long-term change of IM relative permeabilities). In 
consequence, the shale reservoir with a higher Swrim (meaning higher 
water retention) has lower cumulative gas and water productions 
[Fig. 21(c) and (d)]. Note that this production-hindering effect caused 
by the increase of Swrim does not appear in the first 1000 days because 
the early-period production is mainly related to the NA instead of the IM. 
With the elapse of time, the supply of fluids in IM becomes increasingly 
important. Thus, the hindering effect of the high Swrim (i.e., the fewer 
amount of movable water) on gas and water production can be seen. 
These results indicate that the change of Swrim influences the long-term 
mass transport process in the shale reservoir to some degree. Due to 
the imbibition effect, external fluids may invade into IM to alter the 
wettability and negatively affect gas and water production. This inves-
tigation demonstrates the importance of ensuring the compatibility of 
working fluids (fracking/drilling/completion fluids) with shale forma-
tion wettability to avoid formation damage. 

5.3. Effects of on/off gas-supplying mechanism of kerogen on shale gas 
extraction 

The on/off gas-supplying mechanism of kerogen introduced in this 
work establishes the linkages of the differential pressure between 
kerogen and inorganic matrix, the properties of the heterogeneous 
interface, and dynamic kerogen porosity. The proposed multidomain 
numerical computation tool allows individually setting the parameters 
related to the on/off gas-supplying mechanism in SRD and NSRD so that 
the different performances of this mechanism in different domains can 
be reflected. To understand the effects of the on/off gas-supplying 
mechanism on gas extraction, five cases representing different wetting 
conditions at the heterogeneous interface of kerogen are simulated by 
using the proposed model based on the base case. The involved pa-
rameters are listed in Table 3. We use the different parameter combi-
nations instead of changing a single parameter to obtain a series of KTP 
values to represent the different degrees of formation damage caused by 
wettability alteration because these parameters are closely associated 
with each other. For example, the lower gas–water interfacial tension 

usually leads to the lower contact angle and the larger contact area [51]. 
Here, Case 1 represents the situation without the consideration of the 
on/off gas-supplying mechanism, which is fulfilled by setting the KTP as 
zero in the whole reservoir, that is, the kerogen pockets with water film 
can supply gas to IM without the restriction of additional differential 
pressure threshold. Cases 2, 3, and 4 represent the different formation 
damage/stimulation occasions. In these three cases, the wettability pa-
rameters of NSRD are identical, while those of SRD are different from 
one case to another. Case 3 is the base case mentioned above. It describes 
moderate formation damage in SRD caused by the invasion of fracking 
fluids. Specifically, SRD has higher gas–water interfacial tension (γSRD

g− w), 
higher characteristic contact angle (θSRD

effc ), and larger characteristic 
contact area (A*SRD

c ) than those of NSRD (γNSRD
g− w ,θNSRD

effc , and A*NSRD
c ). Case 

2 is a wettability-enhanced case in which the SRD wettability parame-
ters lead to a lower KTP (i.e., the kerogen is easier to supply gas) than 
that of Case 3. Specifically, SRD has lower gas–water interfacial tension 
(γSRD

g− w), lower characteristic contact angle (θSRD
effc ), and smaller charac-

teristic contact area (A*SRD
c ) than those of NSRD (γNSRD

g− w ,θNSRD
effc , and 

A*NSRD
c ). Conversely, Case 4 describes a severely damaged SRD in which 

an obtuse contact angle is seen caused by the undesirable wettability 
alteration. This may result from the effect of the invasion of the 
incompatible surfactants in fracking fluids [51,66,69]. In Case 5, all the 
gas in kerogen with water film is sealed, which is fulfilled by simply 
modifying the expression of the sink term of kerogen [Eq.] to the 
following form which excludes the gas supply from those kerogen 
pockets with water film: 

Qk− m =
Dk− mρgkkkappSgm

μg
(pk − pm) (59) 

This sink term only includes the gas supply from those kerogen 
pockets without water film which is not influenced by the sealing effect 
of water, while the kerogen pockets with water film have no contribu-
tion to mass transfer. The long-term gas production performances of 
these cases in 29200-day (80-year) extraction are shown in Fig. 22. It 
can be seen from Fig. 22(a) that different interfacial/surface properties 
related to formation damage result in a significant difference in cumu-
lative productions. Specifically, if the on/off gas-supplying mechanism 
is ignored (Case 1), the final cumulative production (2.01 × 108 stan-
dard m3) is 35.3% higher than that of the reservoir where all kerogen 
pockets with water film are closed (1.56 × 108 standard m3, Case 5), and 
19.2% higher than that of the reservoir severely damaged (1.77 × 108 

standard m3, Case 4). The recoveries of the original gas in kerogen of 
these five cases during the 29200-day extraction are presented in Fig. 22 
(b), indicating that the ultimate gas recovery of Case 1 is 47.8% higher 
than that of Case 5 and 21.4% higher than that of Case 4. Obviously, this 
difference is originated from the on/off mechanism controlled by KTP 
reflecting the combined effect of seepage, kerogen wettability, and shale 
deformation. The numerically computed KTPs in different domains for 
Cases 1 – 4 during extraction are shown in Fig. 23. It can be known from 
Fig. 23(a) that the KTPs in SRD significantly vary with the different 
wetting conditions. For Case 1, there is no sealing effect of water on 
kerogen, so the KTP is always zero in both SRD and NSRD. With the 
severe formation damage (Case 4), the kerogen in SRD has a consider-
able KTP (approximately 0.42 MPa). The moderately damaged forma-
tion (Case 3) has a moderate KTP in SRD (approximately 0.05 MPa), 
while the wettability-enhanced formation (Case 2) has a low KTP in SRD 
(approximately 7.6 × 10-4 MPa). On the other hand, Cases 2, 3, and 4 
have very similar KTPs in NSRD [approximately 0.025 MPa, as shown in 
Fig. 23(b)] since the external fluids do not affect NSRD. Here, it must be 
pointed out that the KTPs in Fig. 23 are not constant except that of Case 1 
(zero), although their variation with time is slight. This is because that 
the KTP expression includes the stress-dependent kerogen porosity 
changing with the gas depletion [see Eq. ]. 

To further understand the control of KTP-based on/off mechanism on 

Table 3 
Five simulation cases representing different wetting conditions at the hetero-
geneous interface of kerogen.  

Case 
number 

Variable settings Meaning 
SRD NSRD 

1 KTP = 0 The on/off gas-supplying 
mechanism is not 
considered (the kerogen is 
all-open) 

2 A*SRD
c = 5.0 ×

10-9 m2 

θSRD
effc = 18◦

γSRD
g− w =

0.5×γNSRD
g− w 

A*NSRD
c = 3.0 × 10-12 

m2 

θNSRD
effc = 45◦

γNSRD
g− w is based on 

interpolating the data 
in Fig. 6 

The SRD is wettability- 
enhanced 

3 A*SRD
c = 1.8 ×

10-13 m2 

θSRD
effc = 60◦

γSRD
g− w =

1.25×γNSRD
g− w 

The SRD is moderately 
damaged (the base case) 

4 A*SRD
c = 1.25 

× 10-14 m2 

θSRD
effc = 150◦

γSRD
g− w =

1.67×γNSRD
g− w 

The SRD is severely 
damaged 

5 Qk-m is determined by Eq. All of the kerogen pockets 
with water film are closed  
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gas liberation, we compare the differential pressure (pk – pm) curves and 
the KTP curves in SRD (Point B) of the shale reservoirs with different 
degrees of damage formation (Cases 2, 3, and 4), as shown in Fig. 24(a), 
(b), and (c), respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 24(a) that the typical 
(pk – pm) curve goes up rapidly in the early period of gas extraction, and 
then significantly drops, exhibiting a large peak. After that, the (pk – pm) 
curve gradually levels out with the pressure depletion. This differential 
pressure is the driving force of the mass exchange between kerogen and 
IM. When pk – pm = 0, the mass exchange between kerogen and IM ends 
up, which means that the gas-supplying process of kerogen reaches the 
final equilibrium. In the early period of production, the value of (pk – pm) 
is high, so the gas in the kerogen pockets has sufficient energy to flow 
into IM. Once pk – pm < KTP (about 7.6 × 10-4 for Case 2), the kerogen 
with water film will shut down. For the wettability-enhanced reservoir 
(Case 2), the shut-down time at Point B is at approximately 15000 day, 
which is sufficient for the kerogen with water film to release most of its 
gas reserve. For Case 3 [Fig. 24(b)], it has a higher KTP (around 0.05 
MPa) than that of Case 2 due to the formation damage. This leads to an 
earlier intersection point of the decreasing part of the (pk – pm) curve and 
the KTP curve (marked by the blue circle). That is, the kerogen with 
water film shuts down earlier (at approximately 4000 day). For the 
severely damaged reservoir (Case 4) [Fig. 24(c)], the KTP is as high as 
0.42 MPa. The value of (pk – pm) is lower than KTP in the whole pro-
duction process. This means that the kerogen with water film at Point B 
in Case 4 is totally closed. It must be pointed out that this mechanism is 
only applied to the kerogen with water film, while those kerogen pockets 
without water film can still supply gas to IM. Therefore, although the 
kerogen with water film is closed, (pk – pm) still changes with time. An 
illustration summarizing the key information about the on/off mecha-
nism is displayed in Fig. 24(d). KTP is a compound indicator of a series 
of effects including seepage, wetting behaviour, and shale deformation 
on gas liberation. A high KTP is harmful to liberate gas from kerogen 
with water film because it lets the kerogen shut down early. As intro-
duced in Section 2.1, KTP is considered as a physical and mathematical 
description of the activation energy barrier for breaking the sealing of 
water film to release gas from kerogen. The higher this activation energy 
barrier is, the more difficultly the kerogen releases gas. Another inter-
esting issue revealed here is that under the control of the on/off gas- 
supplying mechanism, the shape of the (pk – pm) curve is also impor-
tant for releasing gas. According to Fig. 24(d), a high but narrow peak of 
the (pk – pm) curve is adverse for the long-term gas liberation from 
kerogen because the kerogen with water film will close too early. In 
contrast, if the peak of the (pk – pm) curve is low but wide, the long-term 
gas liberation from kerogen with water film may be significantly 
enhanced due to the longer opening time. This explains why in some 
engineering cases, after hydraulic fracking, the gas flow rate greatly 
increases in the early period of production, but it severely declines soon. 
Too intensive enhancement of production rate in a short term caused by 
inappropriate fracking operations may lead to a narrow peak of (pk – pm) 
curve, which makes the gas extraction non-sustainable [1]. Obviously, 
fracking operations must be carefully designed to create an optimized 
SRD with appropriately enhanced permeability and a suitable volume so 
that the gas can be extracted at a proper pace. Besides, it is demonstrated 
by these results that gas recovery can be enhanced by decreasing KTP 
(like Case 2) with the use of some surfactants, or by eliminating the 
formation damage (like Case 1) with the use of water-free fracking fluids 
(such as supercritical carbon dioxide, more details can be seen in the 
study proposed by Cao et al. [70]). 

The evolutions of on/off state distribution of kerogen with water film 
in the whole simulated geometry (i.e., a half hydraulic fracking 
segment) for Cases 2, 3, and 4 during shale gas extraction are shown in 
Figs. 25, 26, and 27, respectively. In these figures, the on/off state of 
kerogen with water film is expressed by the value of the control function, 
i.e., switch(pk, pm) given in Eq.. Specifically, red represents that the 
kerogen with water film is open [switch(pk, pm) = 1], while blue denotes 
that the kerogen with water film is closed [switch(pk, pm) = 0]. According 

to Fig. 25, the evolution of kerogen with water film for Case 2 (SRD is 
wettability-enhanced) can be divided into six periods: (1) At the 
beginning of gas extraction, the kerogen with water film near the bot-
tomhole starts opening, and the scope of the opened kerogen pockets 
spreads from the SRD to the NSRD. (2) After 200 days, all the kerogen 
pockets are opened. This all-open state of the whole reservoir lasts until 
approximately 6500 day, then (3) the kerogen pockets with water film in 
the NSRD starts shutting down. The closed kerogen in NSRD first ap-
pears near the SRD/NSRD boundary and then gradually spreads towards 
the outer boundary of the NSRD. (4) At approximately 10000 day, all the 
kerogen pockets with water film in NSRD are shut down, while those in 
SRD are still open. This state lasts until approximately 13000 day. (5) 
After 13000 days, the kerogen pockets with water film in SRD start 
closing. The scope of the closed kerogen pockets spreads from the bot-
tomhole to the SRD/NSRD boundary. (6) At 15370 day, all the kerogen 
pockets with water film in the reservoir are closed. This all-closed state 
remains until the end of gas extraction. On the other hand, the all-open 
state of the kerogen with water film in Case 3 (SRD is moderately 
damaged) lasts a shorter period (200 – 3500 day) than that in Case 2, 
and the all-close state starts earlier (at 9250 day) than that in Case 2. 
This is ascribed to the higher KTP in SRD of Case 3 compared to that of 
Case 2. Consequently, Case 3 obtains a lower ultimate gas recovery than 
that of Case 2, which has been indicated in Fig. 22. Furthermore, the all- 
open state of the kerogen with water film does not exist in Case 4 (SRD is 
severely damaged) because of the highest KTP in SRD in the three cases. 
In SRD, only a small fraction of the kerogen pockets with water film are 
opened for a short period (1–600 day), while others are never opened 
during the whole gas extraction process. In addition, the all-close state of 
Case 4 starts slightly earlier (at 9220 day) than that in Case 3. These 
directly lead to the lowest ultimate gas recovery of Case 4 in the three 
cases, as presented in Fig. 22. It is obvious that the formation-damage- 
induced wettability alteration is reflected by KTP which controls the 
gas liberation from the kerogen with water film and thereby affects the 
long-term gas recovery by the on/off mechanism. Lastly, this work 
proves that the effects of water on shale gas extraction include two as-
pects: (1) Two-phase flow in matrix and fractures, and (2) Sealing effect 
on gas in kerogen. The former affects the gas flow in inorganic matrix 
and fractures, while the latter (which is often neglected in the previous 
studies) influences the gas liberation from kerogen. 

6. Conclusions 

In this study, a fully coupled model considering water effects is 
developed to evaluate the gas–water-two-phase flowback process in gas 
extraction from stimulated shale reservoirs. The complexities of shale 
deformation and gas–water-two-phase flow in different domains of shale 
reservoirs are incorporated into the model. Especially, a concept of 
kerogen threshold differential pressure (KTP) is proposed to describe the 
effect of water on gas liberation from kerogen. KTP bridges the effects of 
seepage, wettability behaviour, and shale deformation, and it acts by an 
on/off mechanism. The proposed model was used to perform numerical 
simulations by using the finite element method and verified against field 
observations and results of previous studies. Based on the sensitivity 
analysis, the following findings can be obtained: 

(1) The mechanical coupling interactions between different domains 
of the stimulated shale gas reservoir influence both early and long-term 
cumulative gas production. The change in pore compressibility in one 
domain affects the evolution of transport properties throughout the 
entire shale reservoir, which further influences gas production. In either 
the stimulated reservoir domain or the non-stimulated reservoir domain, 
a high bulk modulus of the natural fractures network benefits gas 
extraction by decreasing the shrinkage of flow channels during the 
process of pore pressure depletion. 

(2) The single/dual peak behaviour of daily gas production is 
dependent on the contrast of gas-supplying capabilities of the different 
components in different domains of the stimulated shale reservoir. 
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(3) Water influences shale gas extraction in two aspects: One is the 
two-phase flow in inorganic matrix and fractures, the other is the sealing 
effect on the original gas in kerogen. The former influences the gas/ 
water flow in inorganic matrix and fractures, while the latter controls 
the gas liberation from kerogen. 

(4) The shapes of relative permeability curves of the natural fractures 
network in the stimulated reservoir domain considerably influence 
water production in the early period of shale gas extraction, while 
having little effect on gas production. The shapes of relative perme-
ability curves of the inorganic matrix affect both gas and water cumu-
lative productions from shale reservoirs. As a reflection of shale 
wettability, the shapes of these relative permeability curves may be 
influenced by formation damage. 

(5) The properties related to shale wettability and interfacial be-
haviours, including contact angle, gas–water interfacial tension, and 
contact area, jointly affect the value of KTP, and further significantly 
influence ultimate gas production. The shale gas recovery can be 
enhanced by decreasing KTP by selecting appropriable surfactants of 
fracking fluids, or by using water-free fracking fluids (such as super-
critical carbon dioxide). 

(6) With the control of the on/off gas-supplying mechanism, the 
contrast between KTP and the kerogen-matrix differential pressure of 
the water-containing shale reservoir determines the shut-off time point 
to cease the gas supply from the kerogen with water film, and further 
influences the sustainability of shale gas extraction. 
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Appendix 

Appendix A:. Calculation of gas density in different media 

For a given medium i (i = k for kerogen; i = m for IM; i = na for NA, and i = f for HF), the gas density ρgi can be calculated by using the real gas 
equation of state: 

ρgi =
M

ZiRT
pgi (A.1) 

where M is the gas molar weight, 0.016 kg/mol; R is the universal gas constant, 8.314 J/(mol⋅K); T is the reservoir temperature; pgi is the gas 
pressure in medium i. Zi is the deviation factor of real gas in medium i, which is calculated by the empirical formula proposed by Mahmoud [71]: 

Zi = 0.702
(
ppri
)2exp

(
− 2.5Tpri

)
− 5.524ppriexp

(
− 2.5Tpri

)
+ 0.044

(
Tpri
)2

− 0.164Tpri + 1.15 (A.2) 

where ppri = pgi/pcr is a pressure ratio, pcr is the critical pressure of methane, 4.6 × 106 Pa. Tpri = Ti/Tcr is a temperature ratio, and Tcr is the critical 
temperature of methane, 190.74 K. 

Appendix B:. Flow-regime effect and Knudsen number in kerogen and inorganic matrix 

The general form of the flow-regime-dependent permeability enhancement function f(Kni) of kerogen and IM (i = k for kerogen and i = m for IM) is 
proposed by the following equation [27,72,73]: 

f (Kni) = (1 + ζiKni)

(

1 +
4Kni

1 + Kni

)

(B.1) 

where Kni is the Knudsen number in medium i; ζi is a rarefaction coefficient in kerogen calculated by the following empirical formula: 

ζi =
ζ0

1 + A
KnB

i

(B.2) 

where ζ0 is an asymptotic limit value; A and B are empirical coefficients. For an ultra-low permeability gas reservoir, A = 0.178; B = 0.4348; ζ0 =

1.358 [27]. These empirical coefficients have been shown valid for shale formations in many previous studies [4,73,74]. 
Kni is defined as: 

Kni =
λi

ri,stress
(B.3) 

where λi is the mean free path of a single gas molecule; ri,stress is the stress-dependent pore size of medium i. λi can be calculated according to the 
formula proposed by Civan et al. [73]: 

λi =
μg

pgi

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
πZiRT

2M

√

(B.4) 

Similarly, in the initial state, we have the expressions of the initial Knudsen number (Kni0) and the initial mean free path of a single gas molecule 
(λi0): 

Kni0 =
λi0

ri0
(B.5) 
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λi0 =
μg

pgi0

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
πZi0RT

2M

√

(B.6) 

where the ri0 is the initial pore size of medium i; Zi0 is the deviation factor of real gas in medium i. To determine the ri,stress, we apply the Hagen- 
Poiseuille equation for a bundle of capillaries: 

ri,stress =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
8ki,stressτi,stress

ϕi,stress

√

(B.7) 

where τi,stress is the stress-dependent tortuosity of medium i determined by the following equation: 

τi,stress =
1

ϕqi
i,stress

(B.8) 

where qi is the Archie cementation index which can be experimentally obtained [75]. Similarly, in the initial state, we have the expressions of the 
initial tortuosity of medium i (τi0) and the initial pore size (ri0): 

τi0 =
1

ϕqi
i0

(B.9)  

ri0 =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
8ki0τi0

ϕi0

√

(B.10) 

Comparing Eq. (B.7) and Eq. (B.10), then combining Eqs. (B.8) and (B.9), and applying the cubic law, we have: 

ri,stress = ri0⋅
(

ϕi,stress

ϕi0

)1− 0.5qi

(B.11) 

Substituting Eq. (B.11) into Eq. (B.3) to obtain the final expression of Kni: 

Kni =
μg

4pgi

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

πZiRT(ϕi0)
1+qi

Mki0

√
(

ϕi0

ϕi,stress

)1− 0.5qi

(B.12) 

Similarly, the final expression of Kni0 is: 

Kni0 =
μg

4pgi0

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

πZi0RT(ϕi0)
1+qi

Mki0

√

(B.13) 

Thus, the obtained Kni and Kni0 can be used to calculate the apparent permeabilities by Eq. and Eq., respectively. 

Appendix C:. Capillary pressure and relative permeabilities in inorganic matrix, natural fractures network, and primary hydraulic 
fracture 

For IM, NA, and HF, the capillary pressure pci (i = m for IM, i = na for NA, and i = f for HF) is determined by using the analytical model proposed by 
Brooks and Corey [57]: 

pci = pei

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1

Swei

√

(C.1) 

where pei is the characteristic entry pressure of medium i; Swei is the effective relative permeability of water in medium i, obtained by the following 
formula: 

Swei =
Swi − Swri

1 − Swri − Sgri
(C.2) 

where Swi is the water saturation in medium i; Swri is the irreducible water saturation; Sgri is the irreducible gas saturation. Note that the values of 
Swri and Sgri in IM, NA, and HF may be different due to the difference in fluid wettabilities and pore structures, as claimed in the previous studies 
[11,30]. 

The relative permeabilities of gas and water in medium i are determined by using the following expressions: 
⎧
⎨

⎩

krgi = (1 − Swei)
2
[
1 − S(1+2/χ)

wei

]

krwi = S(3+2/χ)
wei

(C.3) 

where krgi is the relative permeability of gas in medium i; krwi is the relative permeability of water in medium i; χ is a pore size distribution index, χ 
= 2. 
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